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Selected As A Best All Round gentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

New Procedure
Installed At
Local Hospital

.1

(Continued on Page Eight)

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Here it Is the last of July all of a
sudden and tomorrow begins
August.
What happened to April, May and
June so fast?
We are sorry to hear about Ray
Munday. He was a fine fellow. In
the news story on his death we
mentioned that he was associated
with the Ford Agency here. Well
that
was about twenty years
ago, not recently. Ray Munday
operated a number of businesses
here down through the years, and
with success we might add. He
was not in business for the last
several years.
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The Week's lbws Roo

A new procedure has been
instituted at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, according to
Prue Kelly, Chief of Staff of the
hospital.
Under the new system local
persons are asked to call their
doctor before coming to the
hospital emergency room. The
hospital Board of Commissioners
has established an answering
service system in the hospital to
aid local citizens in finding their
physician if they cannot find him
alter regular office hours. They
utilise this system by
can
calling 753-2626. This number
will be manned at the hospital
switchboard and "your physician
will have left a forwarding
number where he can be reached
or the name and number of
another physician who is
covering for him in his absence".
Dr. Kelly said the implementation of this
system
*odd be of tremendous service
Is citizens of Murray and
Oilloway County and that the
medical staff whole heartedly
supports the service.
It was pointed out that several'
thousand people are treated at
the emergency room of the
hospital each year and that
many people in the city and
county look upon the emergency
room as an outpatient clinic.
Others, hospital officials said,
just drop by the emergency room
without ever having attempted to
contact their personal physician.
"This contributes to the

Lassiter Plaster Co. out on North
Fourth is making the business
block there look good. The improvements not only enhances
the looks of the buildings there
but also shows what can be done
in that type of business.
You've read these bad news and
good news jokes. Well, here's
another one
(Volumed on Page Eight)

Sugar Creek Plans
For Revival Meet
Revival services will be held at
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church
starting Monday, August 2, and
continuing through Sunday,
August 11.
Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor
of the West Fork Baptist Church,
will be the evangelist for the
services to be held at 7:30 each
evening.
Special singing will be held
each evening before the services.
Rev. Glenn Cope, church
pastor, invites the public to attend.

The Weather
Considerably cloudy east
today with widely scattered
showers. Generally fair west
today. Clearing over state
tonight. Continued quite cool
today and tonight. Sunday fair
and mild. Highs today mainly in
the 70s. Lows tonight mostly in
the 50s. Highs Sunday mid 70s to
low 80s
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Oaks Ladies Plan
Stroke Play Meet

By C. W. Orr
The ladies of the Oaks Country
United Press International
Apollo 15 went to the moon this week with a payload of equip- Club will hold their two day
ment designed to bring back more scientific knowledge than the stroke play tournament ea
Tuesday and Wednesday, Most
three earlier manned lunar landings combined.
David R. Scott and James B. Irwin were to ride on a motorized 3 and 4. Play will start Tuesday at
lunar buggy around Hadley Ridge in the moon's Apennine area nine am. with an eighteen hole
qualifying round. Wednesday
while Alfred Worden orbited the moon taking photographs.
On the way to the moon, the spacecraft developed a leak in the play will continue with each
drinking water supply-a problem that was quickly repaired when playing her final eighteen hale
round.
the astronauts tightened a connection.
Anyone wishing to play and
Earlier a warning light indicated a rocket malfunction that
could have meant no moon landing. But that turned out to be due listed, please call the tournamEl
to a faulty instrument switch and the astronauts were given a go chairman, Virginia Jones
Grace James.
for the landing.
Pairings are as follows:
9:00 Laura Parker, Bobbie
Also this week, a Japanese air force fighter jet collided with an
All-Nippon Airways 727 Friday over the mountains of northern Buchanan, and Janice StubJapan. The pilot of the fighter parachuted safely, but all 161 blefield.
9:10 Grace James, Mashie
persons on the passenger plane were killed, making it the highest
Rogers, and Sue McDougal.
death toll in aviation history.
9:20 Virginia Jones, Mary Alice
The rail strike spread this week while a steel Steam' was Smith, and Esaie Caldwell.
9:30 Murrelle Walker, Molly
threatened.
President Nixon called officials of the railroads and the United Jones, Nell Tackett and Deril
Transportation Union to the White House to discuss the rail strike Rose.
9:40 Marie Weaver, Edi
stituation. Six more lines were struck Friday. Four rails were
Garrison, and Burlene
closed by strikes earlier.
9:50 Sadie Ragsdale,
Major steel companies, whose labor contracts expire Aug. 1,
made their first money offer,sources close to the bargaining said. Outland, and Kathryn
10:00 Della Boggess,
The United Steel Workers Union had an authorization vote for a
Lou Story, and Polly Seale.
strike when the pacts expired.
Kevin Dye,a 9-year-old boy, who disappeared in the woods near
Casper, Wyo., was found alive, lott,t with a loss of 20 pounds. Kevin
Is mentally retarded, epileptic and hyperactive. During his ten
days in the woods, he ran from searchers who occasionally
spotted him. A doctor said the boy probably would have died in
another two days if he were not found.

10* Per Copy

Steak Dinner Held
At Calloway Club

DEES BANK CONSTRUCTION WELL UNDER WAY—The
Dees Bank of Hazel Is misdated to be ready for occupancy by
the first of the year,amordhe I. Mr. Randall Patterson, vice-

president- Mr. Patters= said that the vatelde of the MINIM
should be completed by the end of October. The new beak is
located as Highway 641 in Hazel.
Staff Mesta by David Hill

Astronauts Begin Exploring
Lunar Surface This Morning

Thirty-six new !timbers at thd
Calloway County Country Chth
lunching without having to use ground and wished them good the moon man has visited.
By AL ROISSITER JR.
were special guests of the dub
their hands.
UPI Space Writer
night after their bushiest day
After lowering their new $11
Fourteen leaders of an abortive coup in the Sudan were put to Thursday night at its
second "gat SPACE CENTER, Houston Their home for the next three since launch Monday from Cape million lunar row from its
death. President Maj. Gen. Gjaafar Numeiry said his government acquainted" steak dinner.
More (UPI)—America's seventh and days, in the shadow of the Kennedy.
special compartment in Falcon
was investigating the possibility of foreign involvement in the
than 150 people turned out for the eighth lunar explorers left their towering Apennine Mountains Worden, peering down from and unfolding its four wire
Communist coup, but said no proof had been found of Soviet in- activity.
spacecraft Falcon today to and hard by the 1,000-foot deep 75 miles high, calculated Falcon wheels, Scott and Irwin were
volvement.
The new members honored prowl for clues to the creation Hadley Rifle, surely was one of was only 960 feet off target. driving off toward the base at
were:
Phil
the most spectacular panora- Mission control estimated about the Apennines. Their objective
and
Jan
The retired Vietnamese general called "Big Mirth," considered Weydemeyer; H. S. and Mary of the moon.
David R. Scott and James B. mas man has ever seen.
1,500 feet.
was a crater called St. George
a peace candidate, formally announced he would run for the Jane Jackson; Larry
and Mary Irwin set out on what was Circling overhead was the President Nixon, listening to where scientists hoped they
presidency of South Vietnam against President Nguyen Van Ellen Contri; Jim and
Marde billed as man's longest and third member of the $445 the landing while flying aboard would find chez* of the
Thieu.
Old; Robert and Sue McCort; most productive moon excur- million expedition, command Air Force One frnun Washing- primitive lunar cm*, perhaps
Ronnie and Sue Ann Hutson; R. sion One of the first jobs of the ship pilot Alfred M. Warden. He ton to Ohio, radioed a message older than 4 billion years.
The United States announced an end to reconnaissance flights M. and Nancy Hutson.
seven-hour trip was unloading sighted his colleagues' ship which mission control passed on
over Mainland China. The move is to avoid a possibly emCarroll and Donna Wilbilin;
sparkling in the sun on the to the astronauts.
barrasidng incident before President Nixon's coming trip to Steve and Mary Warren Sanders; their new wire-wheeled moon
On their way to the Apennine
buggy from the Falcon.
"The President sends his
China.
front, the astronauts' plan was
B. D. and Mary Hall; Scale, Scott and Irwin wore new
For
congratulations to the entire to drive along the iim
of
Seiber; Don and Brenda Crotch;
grour.d team and the entire Hadley Rille and set what
The U. S. command in Saigon said nearly every GI in South Larry and Mary Watson; Donald Spacesuits enabling them to
they
pick
up
moon
samples
without
Apollo
15
crew
for
a
successful
Vietnam would be tested for heroin use. The testing program, and Teresa Burke; John
could tell about its formation.
Hall toppling over. They carried
landing, and his best wishes for
begun in June,had been limited to returning servicemen.
Gene and Rue Jean McCutcheon; fruit bars and a quart of fruit "Words From The Cross" will successful continuation of the Theories range from water
David K. E. Bruce ended his job as the chief U. S. Negotiator at Tony McClure; Jim and
erosion to a lava channel, with
Elissa drink in their helmets for be the subject of the message by mission," Nixon said.
the Paris peace talks and called for a general cease-fire in In- Biggs;
Rev. Jerrell White for the 10:50
Dr. and Mrs. Bill
dochina.
am.service on Sunday, August 1, The mountains had top (Continued as Page Eight)
Emener and Mrs. Willie Gilliam.
He will be replaced by William J. Porter, U. S. ambassador in
at the Memorial Baptist Church, priority during today's sevenIn charge of arrangements for
South Korea.
the affair, presided over by the
10th and Main Street.
hour surface excursion, the
The scripture lesson will be first of three planned for the
club president, Chad Stewart,
Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird decided to delay release of were: Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ransom, The annual homecoming will from Luke 23:33-46. The Lord's astronauts' record 67-hour stay
any parts of the Pentagon papers. The Pentagon is reported Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Boone, Mr. be held at St. John's Baptist Supper will be observed at the
at the most northern point on
concerned because of legal problems involved in pending charges and Mrs. Johnny McCage and Dr. Church on Sunday, August 1.
morning services.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
against Dr. Daniel Ellsberg who leaked the study to news media. and Mrs. Frank Fitch.
Rev. A. Cowan, of Cedar Hill The 7:30 p.m. message by Rev.
(UPI)—The Apollo 15 timetable
Laird said about 100,000 men would be drafted in the fiscal year
Baptist Church, Cottage Grove, White will be on the subject,
(all times EDT and subject to
that began July 1-50,000fewer than the year before.
Teem., and his congregation will "Conformed or Transformed"
change:
be in charge of the services at with the scripture from Romans
Today
Muhammed All scored a 12th-round knock-out over Jimmy
three p.m.
12:1-8.
module
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., 9:24 a.m.—Lunar
Ellis, his former sparring partner in the Houston Astrodome. All
The church pastor, Rev. C. E. Sunday School will be held at pastor
Falcon depressurized and hatch
First
United
of
the
lost the heavyweight crown to Joe Frazier in his last fight.
being on Methodist Church, has chosen for opened to start first moonwalk.
The Locust Grove Church of the Timberlake, and members of the 9:40 a.m. with the lesson
Har- his sermon topic, "The Ultimate Scott steps on lunar surface 15
public
to
Racial
invited
the
For
church
"Foundations
Nazarene, located north of
day. mony", and Training Union will Will of God" for the morning minutes her, followed by Irwin
Kirksey, just off Highway 299, attend the services all
topic for worship services at 8:45 and at 9:48 am. Moon surface
will hold its revival meeting Dinner will be served at the be at 6:30 p.m. with the
"calling A Pastor". 10:50 a.m. on Sunday, August 1. telecast Marts at 9:34 am
church.
being
study
August
3,
and
starting Tuesday,
The 10:50 a.m. service will be 9:54 p.m.—Astronauts unload
continuing through Sunday,
lunar rover for a test drive.
broadcast.
August 8.
Dewey H. Deason, age 72, and driven by Marguerite Boyd
During the Church School hour 10:46 p.m.—Scott and Irwin
Rev. Bob Hoots will be the
his wife, Marie, age 66, of 1726 Morgan of 505 Meadow Lane, evangelist for the services to be
from 9:45 to 10:30, members of leave for five-mile drive to
Edison, Granite City, ill., were Murray.
the various Sunday School Hadley Rille, Elbow and St.
held each evening at 7:30. Special
admitted to the Murray-Calloway Police said Mrs. Morgan, going music will be The Dumnires.
Classes (5th grade and up) and George craters and the ApenCounty Hospital Friday af- south on North 8th St, drove into The public is cordially invited
church members who may not nine Front.
ternoon after having been in- the path of the Ford truck going to attend, a church spokesman
attend Sunday School will 1:14 p.m.—Astronauts return
jured in a one car accident on east on Olive Street. The truck said.
assemble in the Gleaners Class to Falcon to load scientific
Sycamore Street, Murray.
then spun around after it was hit
Room to hear a report on com- instruments.
Mrs. Demon was taken to and when it stopped was headed
munity needs and projects 1:43 p.m.—Experiment packsurgery for severe lacerations of back north, the police report
new school, of which Robert suggested by the congregation. age installed at site just west of
the
By M. C. Garrett
the face and is listed in said.
Glin Jeffrey will be the principal. Suggestions made by members Falcon.
satisfactory condition this Damage to the Ford was on the
Murray's new Middle School is "We expect to provide an en- of the congregation were com- 3:47 p.m.—Astronauts plant
not to be a "watered down high (Continued ea Page Eight)
morning by the hospital officials. right rear part and to the
piled and presented to the Council flag on the moon.
Roos will speak on
Mr. Deason suffered bruises and Chevrolet on the right front Dr. David C.
school or an extension of our selfMinistries on Wednesday and „CH p.m.—Astronauts return
on
the subject, When Progress Is
possible fractures of the ribs and fender.
contained elementary school,"
they will present the report to the to their spacecraft repressurize
the 10:45 a.m.
Backwards",
at
Is listed as good by the hospital Later at 10:45 am. a collision
City Superintendent of Schools'
church members during the It at 4:24 p.m.
services on Sunday, August 1, at
Fred Schultz told the Murray
officials this monring.
occurred at South 4th and Poplar
School hour on Sunday. 7:14 p.m.—Scott and Irwin
Sunday
the First Christian Church. His
begin seven hour, 50 minute
Streets between a Buick station
Rotary
Club
at
its
weekly
scripture lesson will be from
rest period.
'the Murray Police Depart- wagon driven by Martha Roger
The Administrative Board
meeting
Thursday.
Luke 15:11-32.
10:43 p.m.—Worden begins
ment investigated the accident at Hutchens, Murray Route Seven,1
not meet in August. The next
woiship leader will be
seven-hour rest period in
3:25 p.m. Deason, driving a 1963 and an Oldsmobile four door The
meeting will be held on W
Instead,
Schultz
said,
the
new
Gardner,
president
E.
Claude
Chevrolet four door hardtop, sedan driven by Odessa Heath Kenneth Sinclair and the can- facility is expected to provide of Freed-Hardeman College, nesday,September 1, at 6:30 p.m. command ship Endeavour in
going south on South 12th Street, McKinney of Murray Route Four dlellghter will be Laurie Crass. students in grades five through Henderson, Tenn., will be the in the social hall of the church. orbit.
uaday
was making a left turn onto Police said Mrs. Hutchens was Elders presiding will be Dr. eight with a gradual transition speaker at the 10:40 a.m. and Az
James C. Hart and Lyle Un3:29 am.—Scott and Irwin
Sycamore Street, hit the curb on going west on Poplar and made a
from the basic, self-contained p.m, worship services on Sunday,
end rest period.
the south side of Sycamore,failed left turn onto South 4th Street. derwood.
deaconesses are elementary school to the new August 1, at the Seventh and
6:04 a.rn.—Worden ends rest
to straighten his car up, and hit a Mrs. McKinney, going east on Deacons and
highly
departmentalized
high
of
Christ.
Poplar
Church
Boone,
period. The command ship is
tree on the north side of Poplar, made a right turn onto Glenn Card,captain,0. B
school.
Bro. Gardner will be speaking
Sycamore, according to the South 4th Street, and hit the Jr.,Elmer Collins, A. B Crass, We expect the program and in the absence of the church Mayfield will meet Paducah making its 32nd swing around
the znoon.
Hutchens car in the right rear M.C. Ellis, Johnny Quertermous, organization of this school to be minister, Bro. Roy B Beasley, this afternoon
police report.
at 5 p.m. in
Wayne
Damage to the car was to the door, according to the police John Reagan, Mrs.
module
such that each student will who is conducting a gospel semifinal action in the District 6:44 a.m.—Lunar
Sheeks, and Auburn Wells.
report.
whole front end.
known by at least one meeting at the Wingo Church of American Legion Tournament at depressurized to start second
become
the Christ.
The wreck occurred while it Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs. teacher,"
told
surface excursion. Scott steps
Wet Streets
he
Ty Holland Stadium here.
was raining in downtown Clyde Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Rotarians, "and that it will be a Frank Hargis will have the
on surface at 6:57 a.m. followed
Murray
will
take
on
the
winner
by Irwin in 14 minutes.
Two collisions occurred while it Murray. Damage to the Buick Fred Wells.
flexible and unique scripture reading at the morning of the
match in the final round at
p.m. all the distinct,
was raining in Murray on Friday was on the right side and to the On Sunday at 5:th
organization tailored to the services with the prayers 7:30. Randy Oliver is scheduled Telecast begins at 7:09 am.
meet
for
will
of
the
church
youth
1:34 p.m.—Scott follows Irwin
morning, but no injuries were Oldsmobile on the left front
special needs of pre-adolescent scheduled to be led by Ted to pitch for Murray.
a special program on "Drug and early adolescent youth."
fender.
into spacecraft and hatch is
listed on the police reports.
Howard
and
'Tommy
Carraway.
Abuse" directed by Dr. Clegg He said opportunities for inclosed.
The scripture lesson will be read
Vehicles involved in the
Austin.
4:59 p.m.—Scott and Irwin
Thursday Wreck
dependence, a voice in the run- by Billy Nix at the evening serAT BAPTIST HOSPTTAL
collision at nine am. were a 1971
Ford panel owned by South Thursday another collision was
ning of their own affairs, more vices with Jim Gough and Gary Mrs. Joseph (Lame) Sledd of begin seven-how sleep period.
FREE PETS
Central Bell Telephone Company reported here in Murray at 5th
freedom of movement, and the Lamb leading the prayers.
Stella, Murray Route One, is a 7:24 p.m—Warden begins
and driven by Jimmy Dale Bell and Main Streets. Cars involved A mother cat and six kittens Intellectual stimulation of The announcements will be by patient In Room 1076 Union 6.25-hour rest period, while
of 805 Sunny Lane, Murray, and a were a 1964 Chevelle four door are free to persons for pets For working with different groups Ronnie McNutt and the song Baptist Memorial Hospital, making 39th orbit of the moon.
11:59 p.m.—Scott and Irwin
1955 Chevrolet two door sedan driven by Truman Edwards of Information call 435-011 after and different teacher specialists service will be directed by Don Memphis, Tenn. She is un
end rest period.
owned by Billy Morgan and
will be provided the students in Maley
(Continued on Page Eight)
dergoing special tests.
six p.m.

Sermon Topics
Sunday Are Given

St. John's Church
Plans Homecoming

Apollo
Timetable

Dr. Dodson Gives
Sermon Subject

Locust Grove Will
Hold Revival Meet

Mr. & Mrs. Deason Hospitalized
After One Car Accident Friday

Dr. David C. Roos
Releases Subject

Schultz Explains
Middle School To
Rotary Thursday
Church Of Christ
To Hear President
Of Freed-Hardeman

Legion Tourney
Continues Today
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The Oinstaiilien Civic Asme If a Cenunweity
is the seeporito if its Nevnpaper

SATURDAY—JULY 31, 1971

So much concentration has been directed on
the youth of our nation, and the belief that as our
nation grows older its dominant population is
getting younger, that the facts of the situation
are confused.
It has actually been 50 years since half of the
population was 25 or younger. While a more
recent population trend approached that median
age, a shift has now occurred and its direction
could last for as long as can reasonably be
predicted.
By 1980, population experts tell us, the under
20-group will still be the same size it is today —
about 78 million. Within that decade, however,
the 25 to 35 age group will climb to 37 million
from 25 million. Further the over-55 group will
climb to 44 million from 38 million.
The concern over youth and the problems of
youth should not cloak the reality that the
nation's populace is getting older, not younger.—
Wichita Falls (Tex.) Times

Corby Powers Follows
Nunn Everywhere He Goes

Charles Eldridge of the Murray College High School FFA
hapter showed the Grand champion jersey female at the 4-H and
;TA Dairy Stiow held at the Calloway County Fair.
Mrs. Mildred Hodge of Murray won the ladies championship
title in a Paducah TV station bowling tournament.
Eddie Lee Grogan of Murray attended a week long drum major
and pep squad school at the University of Mississippi.
Ted Hale of Mayfield was the winner of the golf tournament
held at the Calloway County Country Club. Al Lindsey was
chairman of the event.

Rotary District Governor Hecht S. Lackey of Henderson will
visit the local Rotary Club on August 2.
"A new house is going up on Poplar near the corner of 11th",
from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray".
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett
on July 211, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Duncan on July 30, and a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. Johnnie Brandon on July 31.
Mrs. Leon Jones and daughter, Judy, left this week for their
home in Detroit, Mich., after a visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. D. J. Miller.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Corby
"I must not keep the governor
Powers follows Gov. Louie B. waiting," he said. "His time is
Nunn everywhere.
limited and he is always on a
When the governor flies to tight schedule.
Ashland or Paducah, so does
Corby Powers. When the "All of the assignments are
governor is ushered into his seat pretty interesting," continued
at the Kentucky Derby, so is Powers. "I have met a lot of
Corby Powers. When the interesting people. Atty. Gen. and
governor has a speaking Mrs. John Mitchell were the
engagement Corby Powers is in house guests of the Nunres at this
year's derby. You know what a
the front row.
Sgt. Powers is that State character that Mrs. Mitchell can
Trooper who serves as the per- be."
sonal bodyguard and chauffeur
When on an overnight
for Governor Nunn.
"I stay far enough away so I assignment Sgt. Powers says he
am not obvious," says Powers, will put in a minimum of 15 hours
"but close enough that if he needs with the governor. "I don't know
me I can get to him quickly." how he stands the pace," Powers
Powers, who was born and commented.
raised in the small river town of "When at home (in Frankfort)
Cloverport in Breckinridge I'm not with him all the time, but
County, has been working in this when we are on the road I stay up
capacity only six months. The until he says we are finished. I
tropper acted as the chauffeur for find it hard to work 15 hours a
Kentucky's first lady before day anytime, but the governor
being assigned to the governor. does it all the time."
Woriung with Governor Nunn Is
Standing six feet, Powers has
to keep his weight within a range the ideal job thinks Powers.
of about 160 to 190 pounds to stay "Governor Nunn is an outwithin state police regulations. standing man," he concluded.
He eats only one meal a day to "He is very respected in
Washington. I know he has
keep trim.
Powers must have the brought a lot of prestige to the
governor's dark blue limousine state of Kentucky that the orready any time they are traveling dinary Kentuckian does not know
about."
by car.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
-e
Layman Edmond Reeder, Albert V. Hughes, Floyd Edward
Scott, Dan Benard Banks, James Elbert McClain, Charles J.
Williams, Sidney Mason Berkley, Reuben Dale Parks, T. J.
Wilkerson, Roy R. Bolen, Wayne J. Flora, William Herbert
Thurman, C. W. Pool, Orval Richard Evans, Lonney David
Flora, and Thomas M. Davidson left July 30 for induction in the
Armed Services for one year's training.
Ray Treon, A. Carman, Miss Rachel Rowland, Mrs. Hansford
Doran, Rollie Kelley, W. H. Brooks, W. G. Swann, Hugh Gingles,
J. H. Walston,Rudy Hendon,Raymond Story,Carman Parks,and
Hugh Melugin are officers and committee chairmen for the
Calloway County Home and Agriculture Fair to be held October 1,
2, and 1.
Otis Lovins, Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk, said approximately 1,348 citizens have already secured their 1941-42
driver's license. The deadline for the purchase is today.
All salaries paid by the state will be held strictly to the con'
stitutional $5,000 a year limit in the future, State Finance Corn
missioner J. Dan Talbott said.

Isn't It The Truth!
ISN'T IT 111E TRUTH!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Dogs know more than people about not going to
war. When Fido eats, he doesn't fight and he'd just
as soon eat all day long. People, on the other hand,
are almost all of them on a diet, or thinking about it.
No wonder they growl so much, both in the throat
and in the belly.
"The one thing mone), cannot buy—to wit,
the wag of a dog's tail."
—Josh Billings

I have a secret errand unto thee,0 King.—Judges 3:19.
We feel important when we have important confidences, and
when we confer with important people. Christ taught that kindnese to the humblest was kindness to Him. That is really irnportant.

ADULTS

ALL SHOWS
Sat-Sun. 2-4-6-840
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Relax
in Air Conditioned

Added attractions this year
Just a few days away the Twin
Cities of Fulton, Ky., and South Include a concert Wednesday
Fulton, Tennessee will be filled night, August 11th, featuring a
with
visitors and many rock group "The Exiles" and on
dignitaries from adjacent states, Friday night, August 13th, the
foreign countries and from such DoodleTowm Pipers will be
cities as Akron, Chicago, New presented on a large outdoor
By GORDON IRVING
York, Los Angeles, Washington, stage in front of the Grandstand
Copley News Service
D. C. and many more. These In the Kitty League Ball Park,
LONDON — The tourist who visitors gather annually to at- The Doodletown Pipers have
prefers to travel around the tend the International Banana appeared on the Ed Sullivan
countryside looking at English Festival, view exhibits from the Show twelve times with Dean,
life will find a wealth of in- Kentucky and Tennessee Arts Danny'Thomas, Jerry Lewis, Bob
teresting sights near here.
Conunission, attend a Banana Hope and they are currently
Some of the most unusual Bake-Off, Area Arts and Crafts appearing with Al Hirt on the
landmarks in Britain are the Show, Princess Pageant and summer television "Make Your
designs of white horses carved Ball, Antique Show and Sale, a Own Music" program.
out of the hillsides
Following the Parade on
luncheon with the Governor, a
They have been formed by giant parade
with a banana Saturday, August 14th, there will
removing the turf from ancient
be a Barbecue in the City Part
chalk lands or downs, and are pudding which will serve 10,000 followed by an old time political
people,
an
old
time
Political
the result of painstaking work
rally and a Battle of the Bands
by local diggers over the years. rally, a Battle of the Bands as Concluding the Festival AcCountrymen
have dug well as a big Country and tivities on Saturday night will be
trenches in the turf until the Western Show to conclude the
a big Country and Western Show
white chalk is laid bare, mak- Festival.
On August 7th, Mrs. Florence featuring Charlie Freeman,
ing figures of white horses that
are recognizable from the Ballesteros and twenty students Peggy Sue, and Sonny Wright,
from the banana producing The Coachmen Quartet and the
ground and the air.
One of the best-known carv- countries of Latin America will Bud and Joyce Murry Show with
ings is close to Uffington, in arrive by bus from Miami and Portia Payne.
For a short four days the two
Berkshire. Known as the Uf- will be greeted by a large group
swing and
fington White Horse,this figure of Fulton citizens at the Band- Fultons really
measures 374 feet nose to tail, stand in downtown Fulton. The everyone goes all out to show the
and 120 feet from ear to heel. Marimba Band of Guatemala, is many Festival visitors a good
According to legend, it was Fteina del Ejercito,will arrive by time participating in a time of
cut in celebration of King Al- train from New Orleans on Fiesta with our Latin American
fred's victory over the Danish August 9th to add their stirring neighbors, working toward a goal
invaders at Athandune in 871. music to Festival activities. Missrof friendship and understanding.
Archaeology experts maintain, "International Banana Princess"
however, that this white horse will be chosen on Thursday night
The Almanac
is of much earlier origin, and August 12 with a Princess
Ball By United Press International
Immediately following. Jack Today is Saturday, July 31,
Staulcup and his Orchestra will the 212th day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
play for both of these events.
and full stage.
quarter
point to the shape being similar
The morning stars are Venus.
to that of horses on the coins of
Mars and Saturn.
the Iceni tribe in 400 B.C.
The evening stars are MercuAnother white horse is
carved out on a hillside at Bret- ry and Jupiter.
ton, in Wiltshire, on a piece of
Those born on this day are
ground'175 feet long.
under the sign of Leo.
Not far from the Uffington
American writer John Kent
white horse is another ancient was born on July 31, 1763.
landmark to interest the visiOn this day in history:
tor, Wayland's Smith's Cave.
David
In 1792 Director
This retreat is almost lost in the Rittenhouse laid the cornerhills about two miles to the stone in Philadelphia for the
southwest of the horse, and is a US. Mint, the first building of
two-chambered megalithic the federal government.
tomb set in a circle of huge
In 1940 Adolf Hitler banned
sarsen stones.
practice of Christian
the
It takes its name from WeGermany.
land,one of the Norse gods, and Science in Nazi
In 1943 the French Committee
skeletons and ingots of Iron
Age men havebecei found here.. of Liberation appointed Gen.
The alert tourist driving Charier de-Gettille chairman of
through Britain can spot many the Committee of National
an offbeat landmark as he Defense.
In 1953 Senate Majority
passes through the rolling
countryside, or through sleepy Leader Robert Taft of Ohio
English or Scottish villages and died in New York City.
towns.
A thought for today: Henry
In South Wales the castle at
Cardiff is worth a visit if only to Thoreau said, "It takes two tc
photograph the controversial speak the truth, one to speak
statue by the sculptor Henry the other to hear."
Moore. The imposing Normanera Cardiff castle is set off by
the stark modernity of the
FOR SALE
statue, entitled "Reclining
Woman."
FOUR BEDROOM Brick
The Druids' Circle at Stonehome on 114 acre shaded
henge is another good spot. And
lot. Located 1 mile west of
many tourists also stop by in
Hazel on paved road. 2
the thatch-roofed village of
baths, garage, carpeted
Kingston Lisle, 50 miles west of
throughout. Price reduced
London, to try their prowess at
for quick sale. 'Owner
the Blowing Stone, a perforated
being transferred.
rock three feet high. If you blow
trumpet-style, you get a low
Phon• 498-8303
booming note not unlike that of
These
family
por—
foghorn.
FAMILIES
a
ship's
SPACEMEN'S
APOLLO
traits of the three Apollo 15 astronauts were taken at
Houston, Tex. Top: James B. Irwin, wife Mary, and
children, Joy, 11, Jill, 10, James B.. 8, and Jan, 6; lower
left: David Scott, wife Ann, and children, Douglas, 8,
and Tracy, 10: lower right: Alfred M. Worden and
daughters Merrill, 13, and Alison, 11. He is divorced.

take to
hillsides

Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, $.3S per vseML $1.52 Per
month. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties. $7.50 per year;
other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00, more than 150
miles from Murray, 511.00.
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LAST-SECOND RESCUE -- Pinned inside his truck foi
nearly 90 minutes. driver Franklin Brandt, 35, was
Just before it caught fire on ,the Ohio Turnpike Just
east if NI)Uth OIM Sled. Brandt )VCei Ved setifiiss inuii 1,-,

If you're a potential furniture refinisher, but in the
dark about some commonly
used refinishing terminology
for genuine hardwood furniture, here are some basic
definitions:
FINISH - Permanent coating applied to wood both for
protection and for enhancement of the beauty of the
wood.
WAX or POLISH - Used to
protect the finish and to
keep it looking new.
SHELLAC - Basic finish
containing alcohol which
dries quickly and is easy to
use. It's easy to polish.
Used for all parts of furniture except table tops,
which should be varnished.
VARNISH - Another finish
which is resistant to alcohol
SEALER - A substance
which closes pores of the
wood, sometimes shellac,
which is used under varnish.
STAIN - Coloring applied
to hardwood which is used
to emphasize the figure or
wood grain or to change the
appearance of the wood
itself.
REMOVERS-Ammonia, denatured alcohol, liquid paint
remover, lacouer • thinner,
bleach, or special preparations available at hardware

stores used to remove an
existing finish. Prepares
the piece of furniture for a
new finish.
Now You Know
By United Press International
The world's tallest one-piece
wooden flagpole-157 feet—fell
victim to a chain saw in
Dunkirk, N.Y., recently after
rotting away.
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Forest Industries
Work To Improve
Wildlife Habitat
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Dove Shooting Times Changed For 1971 Season
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Many Kentucky sportsmen
will applaud the recent action of the Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission in halting the
shooting of doves one-half hour before sunset.
To the uninitiated it makes little difference
whether the shoot continues until sunset, as it formerly did, or is closed 30 minutes earlier.
But the reasoning behind the commission's action
is good and should have the approval of the majority
of sportsmen. Veteran hunters are in favor of the
earlier closing. Only the shooter who hopes to
harvest great numbers of doves is opposed, most
usually.
Roost shooting, which will be circumvented by the
half-hour earlier closing and was the reason for this
change, is most destructive to a dove population. As
the birds whir into their favorite roosting spots and
congregate there literally by the thousands, they are
setups for those who like to blast away and see one or
more doves fall.
At this late period some estimate that half of the
great number killed are wasted. The hunter fires
away, with no attempt to pick up his kill until after
the last minute he is permitted to shoot, and by that
time it has grown so dark he is unable to find many
of the downed doves. The new regulation will
prevent such wanton waste of the dove population.
The avid dove hunter applauds the change for
another reason.
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They point out that doves of a given vicinity have a
single roost to which they return each night. Doves
bunch up, especially in late afternoon, and many
thousands will spend the night in a relatively small
woods. They'll return there each night and then
forage into the fields the nxt day in search of food.
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Except for these major changes the dove hunting
regulations for this fall remain about the same as for
last year. The season opens on Sept. 1 and continues
through Oct. 30; reopens on Dec. 1 and continues
through Dec.9.Shooting hours,remember, are from
12 noon, prevailing time, until one-half hour before
sunset.

HUTSON

CHEMICAL CO.. INC.

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
BUSINESS"
Ic
MAJOR
e

FRANKFORT (UPI)—The dam, clear and falling at 83.
Department of Vish and Wildlife Herrington—Fair to good
resources reports that black bass bluegill by drift fishing along
fishing is reported slightly better deep banks, white bass fair in
scattered jumps, clear and stable
in several areas.
conies throughout the South are The lake by lake rundown is as at 80.
Dale Hollow—Fair croppie off
also planting similar game food follows:
deep banks, early and late,
and
wildlife
attract
more
plots to
catfish fair by still fishing and on
provide improved habitat for Barkley—Black bass good in
main lake with numerous limits trotlines, clear and stable at 80.
local game.
Dewey—Bluegill good by fly
And in east Texas, Temple being caught on medium deep
fishing and by still fishing, fair
runners
an
artificial
nightintegrated
Industries, Diboll, an
croppie, clear and stable at 82.
forest products, is preparing for crawlers, white bass fair by Buckhorn—Black bass good
large-scale deer transplant trolling, some croppie in channel
areas, bluegill good below dam, with some limits by casting and
operations this Fall.
trolling, bluegill good, some
clear
and stable at 80.
More than 500 deer will be
limits of trout below dam, upper
trapped on the company's 16 Kentucky—Bluegill fair in
three miles murky to muddy,
thousand-acre Boggy Slough shallow areas, scattered black
remainder clear and stable at 83.
bass
by
casting,
croppie
and
Game Reserve in Trinity County
Grayson—Fair catches of
for transfer to the eight thousand- catfish fair below the dam, clear
croppie and bluegill, upper
and
stable
at
81.
Game
Valley
Scrappin
acre
Green River Lake—Fair black section murky to muddy,
Reserve in Sabine County.
remainder clear and stable at 82.
An estimated 3,000 deer at bass on artificial nightcrawlers, Fishtrp—Fair bluegill on
Boggy Sough has led to an over- fair bluegill on worms and
worms and crickets, trout good
population of wildlife on the crickets, clear and falling at 85.
below
dam, upper third murky
Bluegill
good
off
Barren
Lake—
reserve. By selectively trapping
remainder clear and stable at 80.
and transferring some of the deer deeper banks, fair black bass
from one reserve to the other in around dropoffs, white bass in
December, company game upper section by trolling, exbiologists hope to improve the treme headwaters murky to
— It's the season again for
wildlife habitat and local hunting muddy, remainder clear and solo sailing across the oceans or
rising
at
82.
conditions in public hunting areas
around the world. Among the
attempt
a
adiacent to both game reserves. Rough River Lake—Bluegill Latest
to
banks,
scattered
single-handed circumnavigation
By working to improve local fair along bushy
wildlife habitat conditions, the catches of black bass, extreme is Phillip L. Bastien of
South's pulp and paper, lumber headwaters murky to muddy, Toronto, Canada, who recently
and plywood industries hope to remainder clear and stable at 78. set sail from Falmouth,
provide even greater multiple- Nolin—White bass fair in upper England, on his 34th birthday.
use benefits for the public which section by trolling, scattered His 21-foot Bermuda sloop
uses their lands for hunting, black bass on artificial night- Minim carried enough food for
to
fishing, camping, hiking, and crawlers, clear and stable at 81. 100 days, a radio receiver
but
forecasts,
weather
pick
up
Croppie
fair
Cumberland—
other forms of outdoor fun and
throughout lake at 25 feet, white no transmitter. He hopes to
recreation.
bass in lower section at night at reach New York, first stop, via
30 feet, rainbow trout fair below the Canaries by Aug. 1.

ATLANTA. Ga.—The South's
forest products industries are
test-growing new species of
hardwoods in pine forests,
planting game food plots, and
even preparing for large-scale
deer transplant operations to
improve wildlife habitats on the
industry's 40 million acres of
forest land.
Such improvements are an
important part of multiple-use
forest land management, according to the Southern Forest
Institute, Atlanta, Ga.
Multiple-use management
means the industry's forest lands
can supply other benefits while
also growing wood—natural
wildlife habitat, soil and
watershed protection, outdoor
recreation, aesthetic value and
clean, fresh air.
Through scientific
management and wise use, the
same tract of forest land serves
as an all-purpose forest—a forest
which supplies benefits for man
and nature alike.
In Arkansas, Louisiana and
Texas, International Paper
Company foresters have begun
an experimental planting of 3,000
sawtooth oak, an exotic oriental
hardwood,in thriving young pine
plantations to increase the supply
of acorns as food for deer,
squirrel and wild turkey.
The pilot program will
determine the feasibility of
planting sawtooth oaks in pine
plantations to supplement
natural wildlife food on the
company's Southern forest
holdings.
Grown experimentally in the.
South for several years, the
mature sawtooth oak reaches a Long Creek Trail in Land
height of 70 feet and produces Between the Lakes has been
unusually large crops of acorns. approved by Interior Secretary
In some cases, sawtooth oaks Rogers C. B. Morton as one of the
provide full acorn harvests at first National Recreation Trails
designated
under
recent
only ten years of age.
By planting sawtooth oak legislation.
in
already Land Between the Lakes.
seedlings
established pine plantations, the located in western Kentucky and
company hopes to balance the Tennessee, is a TVA demonproduction of its forests by in- stration project in outdoor
creasing the ability of thelnad to recreation and conservation
attract and sustain more game, education. Long Creek Trail was
• I
to regionakiirester designed to give the physi
latmlicapped visitor—one w
eZridillS
-Campbelf, Camliin,
'
Ark:
Near Tuscakesa, Ala., Gulf blind,or confined to a w
States Paper Corporation or crutches— special op
foresters are plating sup- portunities to use sight, hearing,
plemental game food plots along or touch in enjoying the area's
rights-of-way and access roads plant and animal life.
that criss-cross the company's
more than 400 thousand acres of
— Latest on the market in
gently rolling Alabama forest the "do-it-yourself" field is a
lihd.
pontoon boat kit introduced
Usually planted in open spaces by a Michigan firm. The kit
of at least one-acre in size, the comes complete with everygame food plots—often planted in thing except lumber and
oats or clover—provide grass barrels and, according to the
cover, browse and other fast- manufacturer, "can easily be
growing vegetation which attract aseembled in 6-10 hours with
deer, wild turkey, rabbits, quail, standard household tools right
and other wildlife. Chufa, a at the launch site." The kits are
rugged nut-grass that grows well available in six models with
In Alabama's clay foothills, is a deck areas from 96 to 768
special favorite of turkeys, which square feet.
— A survey conducted
stretch the surface exposing the
tender roots and nut-like pods. recently by a London firm
Last year, 12,000 hunters took showed that 2,790,000 persons
advantage of the company's in England and Wales went
excellent wildlife-management fishing at least once between
program and hunted on Gulf May, 1969, and May, 1970.
States' land. Until the develop- Each angler spent between
ment of these unique game food 1168 and $216 a year in
pursuit of his sport for a total
plots, much of the land along
over-all outlay from $480
rights-of-way, access roads and million to nearly $580 million.
snail open spaces was often The survey forecast that by
unproductive.
1980 there will be 3,200,000
Other forest products corn- anglers in England and Wales.

Long Creek
Trail, Approved

r
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Located W. Railroad Avenue
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Sights On Safety
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No craft should ever be without
the proper number of life vests
(one per person). Since it is generally unfeasible to test the floatstionrability of the vest before you
buy, you must look to another
method for assurance in the vest's
ability to do its job.
Simple—just make sure all vests
have the Underwriters Laboratories and the USCG labels —
--proof They meet lpecific safety
standards.

Extiaguiaketa
Always be prepared for a fire emergency by having the proper marinetype, UL and USCG labeled extinguishers aboard. For your purposes
you should have either multi-purpose
dry chemical or CO2 extinguishers

Wanilte &tabard
equipittext

3iPt83S NI1OH

is Your

TAYLOR
MOTORS
4th•POPLAR

Responsibility

WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
PHONE 711-1371

By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) — Robert J. O'Donnell, executive director
of the Greater New York Safety Council,says too many pleasure
boatmen have failed to prepare themselves adequately for the safe
handling of their craft.
"Anyone can now take a small boat out upon the waterways,so
long as he doesn't carry passengers for hire, without knowing the
fundamentals of handling his boat safely," O'Donnell said.
"Unlike the motorist on the highway, he doesn't even need an
operator's license and he needn't take any sort of a test.
'It is to the credit of the boating fraternity that most amateur
boatmen have learned how to operate their craft safely. But there
are still too many who buy or rent a small boat and set out, many
times with equally inexperienced friends aboard overloading the
vessel, only to run into trouble resulting from lack of know-how.
"This type of boatman is responsible for a disproportionate
number of boating accidents that result in injuries and death."

O'Donnell believes restrictive legislation such as operating
licenses may result unless there is better voluntary preparation for
learning small boat handling and the rules of water safety.
"Mandatory licensure will surely come as it has in land and air
traffic if the amateur boatman doesn't take his safety obligations
to himself, his crew and guests and others much more seriously,'
O'Donnell says.
He strongly urges all amateur boatmen before taking to the
water to enroll in the free courses in boat handling offered by
such organizations as the Coast Guard Auxiliary and the U.S.
Power Squadrons.
A good many first-time boatmen take these courses, but for
various reasons many don't.
Rear Adm. Austin C. Wagner, Coast Guard boating chief, told
a recent meeting of Western States boating administrators, that a
iiurvey of the 5th Coast GtitireDistrict showed that 63'per cent of
boatmen were unaware that free boating courses were available.
The Coast Guard, incidentally, in its recently released
"Boating Statistics — 1970" reports that boating fatalities for
that year were up 5 per cent over 1969. It also reports a sharp
increase in property damage, but a decrease in the number of
boating accidents and injuries.
The breakdown shows:
1970

1969
Fatalities
1,418
1,350
Accidents
3,803
4,067
Personal Injuries
780
1,004
Property Damage
$8,173,000
$6,371,800
As in past years, capsizing and falls overboard claimed the
most lives.

OUTDOOR PLEDGE
AS A VIMTOR TO THE PUBLIC LANDS
I PLEDGE TO

Fuet Equiptiwiti

•KEEP THE LAND CLEAN AND FREE Cf uTTER
• MSPECT AM) TREAT THE LAND AS NY OWN

Essential to a boat's operation, fuel
system components such as filters,
pumps, fuel line fittings, valves and
tanks should all be 'safety tested in
order that a malfunction does not
create a fire hazard.

• LEAVE GATES

AND FENCES AS I FIND TWA*

• OBEY STATE GAME AND FISH LAWS
• BE CAREFUL BETH FIRE
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Boating

If and when you must replace any electrical equipment always use those that bear the UL label. It means they have
been safety tested for explosion hazard and leakage current.

1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652
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The eolagOinelits nrIn
its- belief,that-doves
should be harvested for huthain use sinee, if they are
not taken by gun, they will die early of natural
causesand be wasted. Dove hunting,sportsmen will
tell you,is one of the fastest shooting sports and the
meat from the dove is described by many as a
delicacy. There are many reasons that doves should
be harvested, but to waste them is ridiculous. By
eliminating roost shooting the commission has
prevented a great waste of doves.
These birds, despite the heavy hunting pressure
put on them, continue to exist in good numbers.
Actually, in the eastern United States where the
hunting pressure is greater, the population continues good. But, the Department of Interior
reasoned, even with the healty dove population, a
dozen a day is plenty for a hunter. Accordingly they
reduced the limit to 12 per day or 24 in Possession
after two or more days of hunting. Last year and the
year before the limits were 18 and 36, on an experimental basis.

ALE
.00M Brick

;ES

So long as there is food available nearby, they'll
remain at that roost and in that vicinity. A loss of
food will cause them to move out. So will the constant bang-banging of their roost. Often huge droves
have been driven from an area rich with food,
simply because they are so harassed at their
roosting areas. If the harassment is eliminated they
should remain in the area for field shooting for many
additional days.

Statewide Fishing Report

* Alpax
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* Alumacraft

* Fabugies
* Monark
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We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
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Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI )-It will
be difficult to predict when the
slow "whittling away of prices"
will end, E. F. Hutton & Co.
says. The firm does not believe
prices are about to fall apart
and expects -more of the same
gradual drift lower" for the
near term. "It may be that we
need a major news development to stimulate buyers,"
Hutton adds.
"Supply and demand relationships in the municipal bond
markets are less reassuring
than appears to be the case for
corporates," Lionel D. Edie &
Co. believes. However, Eclie
says, the general economic
recovery should revive tax
revenues for the municipalities
and "the avalanche of offerings
may well recede enough to at
least stabilize yields at lower
than the levels of recent
weeks."

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Brotherhood ends
memory of holdup
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Pick up the morning newspaper or listen to the news broadcasts
and you wonder why so much hatred and violence stalks the land.
To counteract the idea that happiness is a smoking gun barrel, let's
spend the next few minutes looking at how happiness instead can be
a little brotherhood.
Take Reginald Bailey, a pub landlord in Winchester, England.
He's planning a coming-out party for Bill Purkiss. Now that
wouldn't be so all-out unusual except that Bill Purkiss is coming out
of Winchester Prison after serving three years on a robbery conviction. The victim was Reg Bailey.
He plans to meet Purkiss at the prison gate when he is released
and take him to the pub for a celebration. Why?
"Bill wrote me from the prison apologizing for what he did,"
Bailey expalins.
Purkiss and two accomplices were found guilty of robbing Bailey
of $480. During the pub holdup they tied Bailey to a chair.
"As far as I'm concerned it's all forgiven," Bailey says.

Up in Greenwich. Conn., the Greenwich High School class of 1971
chipped in $2,219 as its gift to the school. But it's a new $10 million

This is the time to postpone
purchasing and accumulate
buying power, the Dines Letter
says, because the market is at
a -precarious" juncture. The
letter cautions about getting
"caught in a crash again" and
says it might advise major
selling in the near future.

U.S. adds
$2.4 million
to crime fund
FRANKFORT ii.JP1): The
U. S. Dept. of Justice has
approved Kentucky's 1971
comprehensive
criminal
justice plan and increased
the state's federal money
from $2.9 million to $5.3
million.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced the approval Friday, saying one of the
plan's strong points is including a long-range fiveyear plan for the first time.
The 388-page plan was
prepared by the Kentucky
Crime Commission with the
federal funds coming
through the Safe Streets
Act.
The 1971 plan places increased emphasis on upgrading courts and criminal
Justice procedures. with 11
per cent of the funds going
for court protects.
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edifice, and what do you buy a school that already has everything? CORN PLIGHT
So the 740 graduates voted to give their class gift instead to HarSAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)-A
lem Prep,a "storefront" school in New York City.
Harlem Prep, whose name is rather misleading, is a school for commune's corn patch along a
front sidewalk in the fashionadropouts.
ble La Jolla beach section had
city government in a quandry
It enrolls only students at least 17 years old who failed to finish
today.
Pugh school. In the last four years all but 10 of its several hundred
The corn "does not conform
graduates have moved on to college.
In the past, Greenwich pupils traditionally have Oven their to the uniform street tree
school such luxury items as a clock or an electronic scoreboard for planting established by the
the playing field. The idea for the gift to Harlem Prep, to be used city" and will have to be
however the students and faculty decide, came to the class of 1971 removed, AS. Cattano, a park
supervisor with the city, told
after eight members visited Harlem Prep this Wring.
the commune by letter.
*

Mrs. Calvert had her hands full In the front seat, too, with Andrea's baby brother.
Andrea's paper work consisted of dipping into a canvas bag containing 800 pounds $1,920) in receipts from her father's car accessory company and hurling banknotes and checks out the window.
Calvert, 23, can't be too observant a young man, for the first he
knew of all this was when police called and said his money was
scattered all over the London-to-Brighton highway, along with the
marked canvas bag.
A day later honest motorists had turned in all but 215 pounds,
the money still was trickling into the pollee station.

"We're thinking of having a
corn feast for all our neighbors," said Irving Newman, 29,
a bearded member of the
commune of 12 men, women
and children.
George Storey, citizens' assistant in the city manager's
office, summed it up:
During

'ff we remove the corn,
we're going to be accused by
some people of being insensitive
and unthinking and so forth. If
we don't, where are we going to
draw the line? It's one of those
things where we're damned if
we do, and we're damned if we
don't:'

300-POUND CANARY-Vincent (Big Vinnie) Teresa,
42, and weighing 300 pounds, is shown testifying before
the Senate Investigations Subcommittee in Washington,
where he said organized crime in the U.S. is run by one
big mob. The Boston loan shark "sang" because he said
FBI agents convinced him he'd been doublecrossed
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Regular '2.99 To '4.99 New Fall

SPORTSWEAR
FABRICS

54" to 60" BONDED
KNITS 81 ACRYLICS

Brand New Fall Sportswear FabriMln all
the newest fashion colors and patterns.
See the new patchwork look, peasant
prints, denim stripes and many others
and all at one low, low price!
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Fa'ritoitis 100 pitrcent"fitirc'iori itoivester

Solid Suiting at the lowest prices
anywhere. By Famous Klopman Mills. 18
new fall colors to choose from Full Bolts,
First Quality!

99cyd

yd

S

Regular 84.99 "Klopman"

First duality Bonded Knits and Turbo Acrylic at an "Pt
unbelievable low price. to 10 yard Sample Lengths
from a Famous Mill. All new Fall patterns and
colors Hurry, for this sensational Buy!
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Reg. '4.99 yd. Machine Washable
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' VELVETEEN
First quality TwIllback Velveteen
at
the lowest price anywhere.
new
tall colors. Over 1000 yards at All
this low
price

ACRYLIC PRINTS
Machine Washable, Handscreened 100
percent Acrylic Prints. Brand new
Fall Colors and Patterns. 45" wide,
full bolts. Don't miss this tremendous
fall fashion buy!

$1 99
yd

Regular '5.99 to '6.99 yd. Machine Washable

100 per cent Polyester Prints, 45"
wide. Full bolts and first quality Save
up to $• 22 on every yard All brand
new Fall patterns and Prints!
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PANNE VELVET

PRINTED POLYESTER

: . ' 4,*
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The Fashion Favorite of the Fall
Season and at savings up to 44.22 a
yard. Matching stripes and solids,
First quality, 60" wide Come early
for this!

$277yd

Regular '2.99 yd. - 45" Washable
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JUMBO WALE CORDUROY
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54" WASHABLE SUEDE
5.4- Imported Heeksuede at savings of
*2.00 on every yard The most wanted
Back 10 School Fabr.cs in all the
newest shades. Hurry only 600 yards
to sell!

First Quality 3 Wale Corduroy the
same fine quality selling elsewhere
for $T 99 a yard Full bolts, 45" wide
an assortment of 14 new Fail COWS'

$1 99

t

yd

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
by one
$388
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REG. 15.99 to '6.99 NEW 111
/
28 12-oz. CREPE STITCH

First Quality Crepe Stitch Polyester Double Knits
of Americas' Foremost Mills and now at
savings of $2.00 to $3.99 on every yard. Full bolts,
lir wide In le new fall colors'
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BONNIE is the word for
this Scott as she jaunts off
on an errand in Nassat,
Bay, Tex. She is Ann Lio ton Scott, waiting for Apni,
P lo 15 astronaut David Scott
ad to get home from work,
which happens to be a
nitssion to the Moon.
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186,3 - 1947
American Auto Manufacturer
Founded Ford Motor Company
Philanthropist - Established
the Ford Foundaaon
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MONDAY, AUGUST 2nd... SAVE 40%, 50%,
YES, EVEN 60% ON NEW FALL FABRICS!

July 30
.1.1 I

1.!.

tdueabon frosts ad
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
National Program of Education
Leadership (NPF.I.) is searching
for successful professionals and
executives who would like to
beconie urban school superintendents after a two-year
management
development
program.
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Meanwhile, back in Britain, Peter Calvert found out the hard way
that a lot of peope are honest-even motorists.
Driving down the highway near Purley, Calvert was too busy to
glance in the rear seat and see that 2-year-old Andrea was doing
some paper work.
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SATURDAY-JULY 3L 1971
"One source of institutional
change in education has come
from the outside," said Robert
Cotigian, program coordinatoi
at Northwestern University in
Evanston, Ill. "For example.
the new math several years ago
was developmed by mathematicians at MIT, not by
professiottal educators."
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Deborah Mabry Is Miss Brownfield Is
Honoree At Tea At Honored At Shower
The Harcourt Home At The Mabry Home

MOHR ON MODES
Saturday, July 31
6
The annual meeting of the
Bazzell Cemetery will be held at
11:30 a.m. Mail funds to
Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater,
or Mrs. Cletie Black, Murray
Route One.

Miss Deborah Mabry, brideelect of Louie H. Greenfield, was The home of Mr. and Mrs.
honored with a tea held in the Robert Mabry was the 9CODe Of a
charming and original home of kitchen shower held in honor of
Mrs. Jules Harcourt, 1710 Miss Linda Brownfield, brideMagnolia, Murray, on Tuesday elect of William Hogan Bryan, on Youth Evangelistic Crusade
Thursday, July 72, at two o'clock services will be held at the
afternoon, July 27.
Kirtsey United Methodist Church
Assisting Mrs. Harcourt as in the afternoon.
hostesses were Mrs. Ellis Perry, Mrs. Mabry and Miss Beth at seven p.m.
Miss Beth Broach, Mrs. Phillip Broach were the gracious
Weydener, Mrs. Max Weaver, hostesses for the occasion.
The honoree chose to wear The community fish fry for the
and Mrs. Ray Brownfield.
The honoree, her mother, Mrs. from her trousseau a black and Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Robert Mabry, and the mother of orange dress with a hostealea' area will be held at Tal Fannin's
place, Panorama Shores, at six
the groom-elect, Mrs. James gift corsage of daisies.
Hurt, were presented with cor- Her mother, Mrs. Ray p.m.
sages of white daisies by the Brownfield, was presented a
gracious hostesses who also corsage of pink carnations by the The Wranglers Riding Club will
have a horse show at the ring
presented Miss Mabry with a hostesses.
During the 50th National 4-H Congress in Chicago, Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 51
As the guests arrived they were starting at five p.m,
beautiful
toaster.
young ladies will glide across the swipe in self-created ensembles at
invited
to
the
where
dining
room
the
The refreshment table was
1971 National 4-H Dress RIM461. The event climaxes. year's activity in
refreshments of green punch,
which more than 350,000 girls will have participated in county end covered with a lovely lace cloth cakes, mints, nuts, and cheese
Sunday, August 1
centered
with
an
state dress revues. Theme of the 1971 revue, sponsored by Simplicity and
straws were served from the The Senior High and Junior
arrangement
of
yellow
daisies.
Pattern Co. Inc. for the 25th time, is Storybook Fashions. The
table overlaid with an imported High Youth Fellowship of the
company makes available nearly 26,000 medals of honor at county Delicious party sandwiches,
cutwork
Maderia cloth and First United Methodist Church
dress rovues and also provides six 9700 scholarships for notional assorted tea cookies prepared by
centered
with
a
lovely will meet at the church at seven
the hostesses, salted nuts, and
winners solocted by the Cooperative Extension Service.
p.m for a "Church Beautiful
mints were served. Lime sher- arrangement of roses.
Project" and volleyball.
Mrs.
Lillian
Graves
presided
at
bert punch was served by Mrs.
Phillip Weydener from a large the punch bowl.
crystal punch bowl that was an The group later assembled in
The Omicron Alpha chapter of
inheritance from her grand- the living room where the Tau Phi Lambda sorority will
honoree
opened
her
many
nice
mother.
have an initiation ceremony at
gifts.
The guest list included fiftyMrs. Rudy Lovett, president of Home Room, Mrs. Don five persons.
Kirksey School Parent-'leacher Paschall.
The wedding of Miss Mabry
Health and Mental Health,and Mr. Greenfield will be
Association, has released the
names of her committees for the Mrs. Earl Lamb,chairman, Mrs- aolernnized on Sunday, August 8,
Howard Darnell, co-chairman.at four o'clock in the afternoon at
coming school year.
Exceptional Child, Mrs. Jerry St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Main Street, Murray. The
Other officers of the PTA unit Kirkland.
are Mrs. Harold Fones, vice- Scholarship and Education,reception will follow at the
Murray Woman's Club House,
president,
Edward Mrs. Ray Broach.
Mrs.
Willie,secretary, and Mrs. Rural Service, Mrs. Danny Vine Street. All friends and
Cunningham.
relatives are invited to the
Charles Coleman, treasurer.
The committees are as follows: College Communication, Mrs. wedding and the reception.
Program, Mrs. Richard Arm- Bobby Watson.
honoree, her mother, Mrs. W. 0.
strong, chairman, Mrs. Max
Wheeler, her mother-in-law to be,
Hurt, co-chairman.
Mrs. Ralph Riley, Mrs. Harold
Membership, Mrs. Ji.ygersona I
Hill, Mrs. Lowell Canter, Mrs.
Wilson, chairman, Mrs. Bobby
Keys Blakely,Mrs. Billy Blakely,
Locke, co-chairman.
Mrs. Jackie Hughes, Miss
Publicity, Mrs. Glenn (Bud)
Gibbs.
Martha Bynum, Miss Delores
By Abigail Van Buren
Bynum, Miss Rhonda Canter,
Publicity Book, Mrs. Elvin
Miss Phyllis Wiley, and the
Crouse, chairman, Mrs. James The home
of Mrs. Larry
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is being married soon. The
hostesses.
Miller, co-chairman.
Blakely was the scene of a
groom's parents live in another state. We met only once
Unable to attend but sending
Hospitality, Mrs. Billy Bazzell, personal shower
held on Monday
when the couple announced their engagement.
gifts were Jenny French, Janet
chairman, Mrs. Rollie Henson,
evening, July 12, in honor of /*piss
I wrote a nice letter to the groom's mother asking her to
Alderice, Diane
co-chairman.
Rupelle
Farmer,
Marilyn Joan Wheeler, brideplease hold the number of her guests down to 200 as that was
Ward, Paula Ward, Barbara
Cultural Arts, Mrs. Leland
elect of Jerry Riley.
all we could afford. [I kept my own list down to 200.1 She
Patrick, Shirley McGill, Donna
Lawrence.
Miss Wheeler chose to wear for
sent me a list of 226 saying she couldn't possibly trim her list
Watts, Cathy Simpson, Sherry
Budget and Finance, Mrs.
the occasion an orchid knit dress
bi.cause they "owed" so many people. This just burned me
Barber, and Debbie Boaz.
Lubie Parrish, chairman, Mrs. With white
trim. She was
up, so I wrote back telling her again that she would have tit
Rob MCCalion, co-chairman.
presented with a corsage of white
trim her list as we were paying for the wedding and the
Library and' Congress, Mrs. carnations by
the hostesses, Mrs.
reception and we could afford to entertain only 400 guests
Dale Outland.
Blakely and Mrs. Richard Dick.
and not one more She wrote again saying she could leave
Safety and Juvenile Protec- Games were played with the
out only two people—and that was final!
tion, Mrs. Charles Tucker, recipients of
the prizes being Mi
The wedding invitations must go out soon. I have two
chairman, Mrs. Joe Thornton, co- Martha Bynum,
Miss Cathey
choices. To trim my own list to 176 so she can have her 224,
chairman.
Riley, and Mrs. Estelle Canter.
or to simply "trim" her list myself and let the chips fall
Parliamentary Procedure, The honoree
opened her many
where they may. Would I be justified in doing that in view of
Mrs. Roy Clark.
lovely gifts and refreshments of
her uncooperative attitude"
Civil Defense and Citizenship, sandwiches,
MOTHER OF THE BRIDE
cake, and Cokes
Mrs. Wayne Stone.
were served from
the able
DEAR MOTHER: The woman is incredibly unreasonable
Character and Spiritual, Mrs.
covered with a green lace cloth
and piggish but don't trim her list yourself unless you want
Dwight Watson, chairman, Mrs.
and centered with a miniature MA
to start World War III. If It would be • hardship for you to
wear
Presort
—
Clint Greer, co-chairman.
bride doll. A wedding bell hung for the most dapper of chaps:
entertain more than 400, either trim your list, or ask her to
Pre-School, Mrs. Pat Bogard, from the door way of the dining the Norfolk jacket handpay for any guests over her allotted 2N. If she refuses, thee
chairman, Mrs. James Harrison
herringbonecut
in
somely
room.
you're stuck.
printed cotton corduroy. ,It's
co-chairman.
Those present were the by Chips 'n Twigs.
DEAR ABBY: Please help me save what is left of my
marriage. My husband has placed sll of his love and
attention at the feet of our eldest son. He favors this son so
obviously that the others are pushed in the background. The
boy neither obeys nor respects me and he's always going
over my head to his father if I try to discipline him. Joe
provides well for his family, but I need some love end
affection, too. I find myself jealous of my own son and it's a
terrible feeling.
Please tell me what to do. I am seriously considering
leaving my husband and his "favorite" first-born carbon
copy child, and taking my other children with me.
I feel like a piece of furniture around here. Our sex life is
gone too because of this resentment I harbor.
UNWANTED AND UNLOVED
DEAR UNWANTED: You will need a trained, impartial
third party to make your husband see the light. Your
clergyman or a family counselor. Leaving your husband
should be the last tided to madder, not the first.

Mrs. Rudy Lovett Releases Committees
For The Kirksey PTA For School Year

Shower Is
Given In Honor Of

SATURDAY—JULY 31, 1971

KENTUCKY

Her guest list soars
but 'can't he trimmed'

Marilyn Wheeler

the Woodeznen of the World Hall
at two p.m.
Youth Evangelistic Crusade
services will be held at the
iCirksey United Methodist Church
at ten a.m. wity a team from the
Youth Challenge of Clarksville,
Tenn., in charge.

Lingerie sizes give
versatility to bikinis
By BETH MOHR
Copley News Service
Bikinis are going separate
ways to get together in compatible pairs. Women who don't
measure up to a perfect 36-2636, or other equally balanced
dimensions, now can buy tops
and bottoms in different sizes
for proper fit.
The first to be introduced are
of soft jersey knits. Bright
prints are in florals and swirly
or geometric abstracts. In
darker shades are printed patterns inspired by cheetah and
leopard markings. Beach
cover-ups are available to
match a number of prints. Shirt
and tunic styles, giving the
promise of a double life, can

Revival services will start at
the Goshen United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m. with Rev.
Coy Garrett as evangelist.
Monday, August 2
The Ladies Steak Night will be
held at the Oaks Country Club at
6:30 p.m. All ladies are asked to
sign up at the pro shop or call
Doris Rose, Grace James, Sue
Outland, or Linda Adams.
Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet as follows: Lottie Moon
with Mrs. Calvin Morris at 7:30
p.m. and Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. Myrtle Wall at 7:15 p.m.

serve as cool pants toppers.
Bras have many of the same
advantages found in lingerie
bras. They come with or without padding, are wired for firm
support or not. Sizes go all the
way up to 38-D.
Trunks are in corresponding
variety. Briefest are only about
three inches wide at the sides.
others go a little higher but can
be pulled smaller by strings
attached. Then there are the
modest ones that reach nearly
to the waistline and lose their
bikini identity to become
classic two-piece suits.
Because of their lingerie
characteristics, most of the
swimsuit separates are found
in the lingerie departments of
stores.

Tuesday, August 3
Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs.B. D. Hall with Mrs.
Ed Filbeck as cohostess at two
p.m. Mrs. Vernon Riley will be
the program leader.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.

NIP
FASHIONETTE.S

By United Press International
Back-to-school fashions for
the small fry reflect many of
the new styles for grownups.
Take hot pants. They show up
with or without suspenders in
quilted calico, corduroy, denim, knits plain or patterned
and in cotton suedes. Some are
By United Press International
Motorists are not the only
paired with eotton rib turtleInclude a first aid kit with ones using the streets and highneck sweaters, others with other vactation gear. Pack the ways. There also are jaywalking
blouses. Several manufacturers first aid supplies last 80 they pedestrians, cyclists, running
do the pants with bib tops.
are close at hand in case they children and wandering aniPendants with a meaning are are needed in a hurry.
mals. Keep alert to these hazgrowing in popularity with the
ards.
• •
younger set. Some are ecologr
'C.
Swim for safety's sake too.
minded — "our hottest item ,
Quack
look to eyeFor
strange
a
natural
waters
for
depth
-reports one firm, Terra Sancta
Guild, of Philadeiphia; Ohe ind iiieirles rocks. Leave the brow makeup, try using a cotsuch pendant features the de- Inter before you are tired. ton swab to blend the brush-on
powder along the brows.
sign of a dove (air), olive Never swim alone.
branch (land), and fish (water),
and is a call for "peace with
nature". Other pendants stress
religious conviction, and peace
or love. One of this group,
called "signalling for peace '.
features a miniature semaphore
with the letters N. D. (for
itifeitU NDAY
nuclear disarmament).
Knickers promise to be a
for your Drug, Prescription
favorite item in children's wear
and Sundry Needs
for fall. Pair the knickers with
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
vest and patterned socks reaching to knicker cuffs for high
style in the classroom.

SCOTT DRUG

WILL iirOPctietEnil

Drycleaning

SPECIALS'
onday, Tuesday, Wednesday, August 2, August 3, August 4
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THEY'LL FIND YOU A HOME!
WE'LL FINANCE IT!

DEAR ABBY: I am 16 years old and have been engaged
to this guy for two months. Last year my mother forbade me
to even speak to him so I've been lying to her, saying I
haven't been seeing him.
He will be leaving for the service soon and has asked me
to marry him. I told him my parents wouldn't let me and
we'd have to wait until I was 18. He said he couldn't wait
that long—that we could be married in secret and no one
would know.
I told him it wouldn't work as I couldn't live with him.
He said I could tell my parents I was staying with a
girl
friend on weekends and stay with him. He said he weld be
sure not to get me pregnant so I wouldn't have to worry
about my parents finding out.
I am deenly in love with him, and want to marry hint
but I don't want to lie to my parents as I love them, too.
What should I do'
HAVING TROUBLE
DEAR HAVING: Don't lot year boyfriend talk you late
anything. A guy who encourades a girt to lie to her parents
minds like bad news. Cool it.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "GOT A HUNCH": Put your affairs
In order and don't dwell on it. If you outlive your bunch, you
can always change your will.
What's your problem' Veall feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to 4BRY. Bey MM. Las Angeles. Cal.
NM. Per a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
arreispe.

letill,:

Hale to write letters! Nod Ii in Abby, Oda
Aageles, Cal. ISIO, for Abbr. booklet, "How in

1411:116.1

ien for All Oetaileas "

week long

Shirt
Special
Laundered to Perfectio
Zip Lining. Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
Maid and Pleated Garments Extra.

B
I

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP
WINDOW

1,1011, Iwo
Writs W-

I

i

Open

Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.

on hangers nith any
drycleaning order.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••*tra.nr.•••...
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Federal State
Market Report
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Program To Train
The Disadvantaged

SATURDAY—JULY 31, 1971
reads -has lined up a sizable
number of travel agencies
which will employ students
during the summer between
Certified Travel Consultant.
Carpenter plans a placement their first and second year of
service for graduates and al- study.

College sees hope in 'travel'course
By MARGAMT RICHARDS

.p.,an museums and art will turn out graduates immedmonuments.
iately able to meet the eduCarpenter says the program cational requirements for a

1

Federal State Market News
COLUMBIA, Mo. (UPI) Service
Columbia College, caught like
Wednesday July 28 Mayfield,
Th. Colonials
-- FRANKFORT, Ky.—A 81.172 in state government for other private institutions in the
Kentucky
squeeze
between
Public
dwindling
million
Service
Careers
enM MM- 8 MY DeAlz 5TRAITL-si1
umernployed and underemployed
...., A LETTER PIZOM
Livestock
Farmers
rollments and rising costa,ispin.
I HEAR. THAT YOU PAY
HI Es MAJEcSTY r
Market:Livestock weighed on Program for Kentucky was disadvantaged of Kentucky.
REDMAN
FAII2U-1
MY
C2 l-416 LAND
WO
R
9
ring
hopes of at least a partial
announced
Wednesday
by
Gov.
—Eliminate
institutional
"Trivet.
Ak/ TH AT YOU 81-10W 2E6PECT
solution
on
a
unique
curricuNunn.
Louie
B.
barriers which presently obstruct
TO THEIR_ CHIEF
THERZFOtZE ,
)10attle this week 452
I HE2_EliVi TIT Le siou
The program will provide funds the permanent employment of lum which is both "relevant"
71Calves this week 50
and
"where
it's
at."
!COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: during the next 21 months to disadvantaged in Kentucky
Next fall the 102-year-old,
!Slaughter steers not tested last train unemployed or un- government.
two-year college, dwarfed in
deremployed
Kentuckians
for
—Provide upgrading op- this mid-Missouri
week, slaughter cows and bulls
community
portunities, and at least 5 percent by a much larger pIate school
'steady, slaughter calves and work in state government.
Particular
emphasis
will
be
increase
in
salary,
to
present
and the principal sta univer'sealers 3.00-4.00 lower, feeders
placed on providing training for employes whose promotion has sity, will offer a full program
steady to strong.
in
veterans
returning
who do not been hindered by educational or the travel business.
• SLAUGHTER STEERS: Load
suitable skills for im- other deficiencies beyond their
The idea has met enthusmixed Good and Choice 840 lbs. have
mediate employment.
control.
iastic reception from travel
31.00.
The monetary grant, provided
Provide a model for Kentucky agencies around the world.
• SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
the U. S. Department of government's ongoing comby
The two-year program,
19:00-21.00, Cutter 17.50-19.00,
Lii Abner
Labor, is the largest made in the mitment to eliminate in- which will lead to an Associate
Canner 15.50-17.50.
Southeastern
states
It
represents
Arts
degree,
will be offered in
stitutional barriers obstructing
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
YOR'N LOOKS UNCOMF'TABLE,
-THEY'RE
(---IN EVELI THE
to Good over 100 lbs. 25.50-26.50. the first direct funding received the employment of the disad- the school's "Department of
WEARING '1,0* MEEK Ll'L T1-I NC7 —
MILEKE.ST OF
WHAMBAM
vo-IEN
A
Travel," currently a one-man
NOSEMEN- UNLESS-TAKE IT OFF!'
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND by Kentucky to assist in vantaged.
15 94 BLOSSOM,IT
operation in the person of R.
GUARDS
VEALERS: Mixed Good and upgrading employment and The program begins in July
ROUSES
RAGING,
l'sk
Carpenter.
Initial
offereliminating
institutional
barriers with the recruitment of trainees
RAM PAG NG
Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers 32.00ings will include ticketing, reROMANCE-35.00, mixed Good and Choice 240- for the training and subsequent to start in early fall.
employment of the disad350 lbs. calves 30.00-32.00.
servations and tariffs and a
Remove washing instruction survey course in transportation
FEEDER STEERS: Choice vantaged.
300-400 lbs. 36.25-39.25,400-500 lbs. In making the announcement, tags from new garment& Write history or current trends in
34.25-36.25, 500-600 lbs. 32.00-34.25, Governor Nunn said, "We are a description of the garment mass transit.
mixed Good and Choice 300-400 pleased that the federal govern- on the tag and use an empty
Later the school plans to
lbs. 34.25-36.25, 400-500 lbs. 32.00- ment has chosen Kentucky to coffee can with plastic top to offer courses in such subjects
34.25, 500-600 lbs. 29.25-32.00, receive funds for this program. save them. Store near the wash- as domestic and foreign railca roads, travel geography, and
Good 300-400 lbs. 32.00-34.25, 400- They will assist us greatly in ing machine.
providing
training that is vitally
500 lbs. 30.00-32.00, 500-600 lbs.
C..
needed for returning veterans
28.00-30.00.
The
maxim that pretty hair
and others that require new skills
is clean hair is just as true for
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice in order to actively compete for synthetic piece& The
Clean300-500 lbs. 30.00-32.00, 500-700 lbs. jobs in the labor market.'
liness Bureau says experts adThe
Kentucky
Public
Service
28.50-30.60, mixed Good and
vise washing synthetic hair afChoice 300-500 lbs. 28.00-30.00, 50°- Careers Program is designed to: ter 12 weanngs, and more fre700 lbs. 26.00-28.50, Good 300-500 —Provide career employment quently if the hair is sprayed.
lbs. 25.50-28.00, 500-600 lbs. 23.5026.00.
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Bates Endorses
Hubbard's Plan
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BRECK HAIR SPRAY
Limit 2

4 • Champion

TOSS PILLOWS

FOR

Hospital Report
July 28, 1971
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 6

MB' 4..., I HATE TO Y5HUT
EOM THESE CAMP
UP,
'THIN65 ALONE ...COULD AND
43U HELP ME CRT AND LEAVE ME
60 WITH ME?
ALONE!

I LOVE GOING lb
4
SUAVslEH CAMP AND MAKIN6
NEW FRIEN05...
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NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Ann Lucille Ross, Rt. 1,
Dexter,Sebren Berry Scott, Rt. 3,
Puryear, Tenn., Keys William
Blakely, Rt. 1, Murray, Donald
Linn Cleaver, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Anna Faye Hale, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Joan Claire Beach, 1515
Johnson Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Shelia Joyce Grooms and Baby
Boy, Box 235, Puryear, Term.,
;Mrs. Luzvisminda Ferrer Bucy
.frend Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Purye r,
Tenn., Mrs. Sharon Kay Johnson
pirid Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Murray,
-ibliss Freda Joy Colson, Rt. 2 Box
Murray, Mrs. Gladys Ora
:tarland,307 S. 5th, Murray, Ellis
fVoyle Baker, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Nen' Teresa Haag, Rt. 5,
urray, Mrs. Eva Louise Howie,
t. I. Dexter. Mrs. Louisa
rtha Mitchell, Westview
• rsing Home. Murray, Albert
terry Farris, Rt. 5, Murray.
er
if
sf
If it isn't knickers or hot
nts, it's overalls marching
'
to school. Some of them
ek
,,some in classic denim, others
*re in patchwork-pattern cot214n. Standard accompaniment:
the cotton knit turtleneck
iiucater in %bite.
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TUNE-UP KITS

ROAST?
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---EXCEPT THE
GRAVY IS
KINDA THICK

control,

S-150.

REG. 77C

STEAM & DRY IRON
MODEL F-62

• Regular

• Hard to Hold

2

Stainless Blades
•GILLETTE SUPER STAINLESS
• SCHICK 10 PACK BLADES

6

00

COMPARE AT 9.88

fits most cars.

Switches from steam to dry
at the push of a button. Handy
fabric dial assures correct
ironing temperature.

BREAKFAST DRINKS

3
Wagner

Complete the

job by replacing
points and Condenser. Kits to

WAGNER

For

411M

LIMIT 1

Crushed velvets, chenille
velvets, jacquard velvets,
cut velvets. All with 15
inch wool tasseled knife
edges. All
with 100%
Kapok filling.

PACKS
OF 10

AIM',
C
•

—,e0•At 411F—
eru
•c

COMPARE
AT 2.99

FAMOUS BRAND
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163

00

AM & FM radio
arphone jack and antenna. Mode
uning

Here is a real
azor blades.

buy 'on

10 pack

PRVIT DRINKS
••••••

100
Limit 3

In all the most wanted
that you will love.
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!

7534777
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house
copper
Olive, e
both a
furnish,
753-3143
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ip a sizable
el agencies
cy students
ier between
ond year of
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INEINIAW-PACKED AVANTADS
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

AKC TOY Poodles and Irish PENTA TREATED lumber.
Setter Puppies. Phone 753rTHE HAIRDRESSER 1
Resistant to rot and termites.
anyA
Al4C Ideal for boat docks and
1862.
BEAUTY SALON
weather exposed uses. Murray
201 So. 9th St.
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols Murray, Kentucky.
Tuesday-Saturday
open
-Is
ITC
in Kentucky. No increase in
8:00 to 5:00. Our operators ;
prices. Country Boy Stores, the NEW AND used tractor tires. I Wanda Nolln,Peggy Noel, and I
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles Tractor flats repaired. Speedy Faye Ellis will be glad to 1
from Hopkinw/ille, Junction Ky. service. Vinson Tractor Co. make an appointment for you.
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Phone 753-4892.
1TC
p.m.
Aug30C
Phone 753-3530
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with
REMOVE CARPET paths and heavy duty gear box, stump
FOR RENT
spots: fluff beaten down nap with jumper and solid tail wheel. Will
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
cut
up to four inch bush. Five foot
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
one and two bedrooms. Washers
J31 pick-up. $325.00. Also four and
$1.00 at Big K.
five foot pull type models. One and dryers available. Zimand two row new and used three merman Apartments, South 16th
SLABS & SAWDUST. W: M:
Aug.3C;
point cultivators. Vinson Tractor Street. Phone 753-6609.
Avery Lumber Co., Ptwyear,.
Company,753-4892.
ITC
TFC
Tenn.
NICE FURNISHED apartment,
1v2 block from sports arena.
FREEZERS-NEW t.t cu. tt. BABY BED,spring mattress, all Water furn shed, $70.00 per
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft.-in good condition $20.00 Phone month, couples only. Call 753A3C 3805.
A2C
upright $244.66 delivered, 7674685.
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753TFC
FOR YOUR BLOCK AND 1 FURNISHED HOUSE with two
1966.
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION bedrooms, large kitchen, fully
14' Ft. Aluminum Boat & Trailer
carpeted, rec-room, air conCALL
with 54 HP Johnson motor, very
ditioned. Located at Panorama
gaod shape,$295.00. Call 436Bynum Construction Shores. Available Aug. 30-May
A2C
5$48.
13, couples only. $140.00 per
DALE BYNUM -BOB GRACE month. Phone 753-8846.
ASP

4

I

cart_
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NOTICE

NOTICE

REVIVAL

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUG. 3rd um,
AUG. 8th

Locust Grove Church
of the Nazarene

1963 FORD BUS, best bid over
$250.00. See at Memorial Church
lot. Owned by Baptist Student
A2C
Union.

r UNWANTED HAIR
DESTROYED FOREVER

1960 GTO. Been wrecked, has a
400 motor and automatic transmission. Both are in good shape.
A2C
Phone 436-2104.

1965 V.W. SEDAN with sun roof.
Inquire at 732 Vine St. after 8:00
p.m.
A3P

Evangelist: Rev. Bob Hoots

FOR SALE OR RENT
SEVEN ROOM house, airconditioned, electric heat, storm
windows. 1st floor carpeted.
Available now. Call 753-3202
J31C
evenings.

Song Evangelist: "THE DUNMIRES"

WANT TO BUY

Public Cordially Invited

WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
good condition. Phone 753-6030
TFNC
after 5:00p.m.

Come and hear the good old
fashion Gospel Preaching!

NOTICE

NOTICE

Why settle for temporary
relief? Permanent results are
guaranteed with the new
INSTANTRON. Enjoy
"Feather-Touch" comfort.
Call for consultation without
obligation.

1967 DATSUN, for sale or take
over payments. Good condition,
low milage. Call 753-7117 or 7538210.
A3P

Services 7:30 Each Evening

Judy Powell
Phone 247-6698

606 Brook Haven Mayfield

111

Students get choice
in 'mod
'scheduling k:
TULSA, Olda.,,.(UPI) -Tulsa schools are ring "Mod."
But the "Mod in this case
doesn't mean the "hippest" in
fashion. It's the latest in education.
It's called Variable Modular
Scheduling and it's explained
by an educator this way:
"The term 'module' is generally used to connote a small
unit that can be used as a
building bloock in whatever
context it occurs.
"Regarding school sched-

uling, a 'module' refers to et
period of time shorter than
standard 55-minute period. ello:
school on a modular schedalâ
will generally have any
from 12 to 32 shorter m
in the school day as corn
to the traditional six or seven
period day."
The new scheduling, teachers contend, will reverse the
normal process of forci4
course needs into identical
time periods, and will allow:
blocks of student-scheduled
time when they may see teachers for individual help or goeti
one of various resource cent
in the school.
"Too often we tell children
what to do, when to do it, and
when to turn it off," said
James W. Payne, principal all
Tulsa's East Central High4
School.

WANT TO BUY; logs and
NEW ONE-BEDROOM furnished DOES YOUR figure need im- JANE'S CERAMIC Shop is'standing timber. Also have for
apartment, living room, kitchen- proving? Call Shapemakers of starting lessons August 3 from sale lumber and sawdust.
Lumber
PHONE 753-8368 or 492-8186 dining area, private bath, wall to Murray 753-2962. Weight loss 6:30 to 9:30 each Tuesday and 'Murray Saw Mill and
TFC
753-4147.
Phone
Co.
wall carpet, air conditioned,
A25C Thursday night. Large variety of
Bethel Road - Murray, Ky. adjoining college, 1303 Chestnut. guaranteed.
greenware. For more inHONDA 450 Scrambler, low
u
l$70ne
A2C
Phone 753-8648.
formation phone 753-6533.
A3C
H & R USED FURNITURE is
e, good condition. ComSERVICES OFFERED
open
Thurs.,
and
Fri.,
Sat.
only,
plete with helmets and back rest.
3-BEDROOM FURNISHED
753-4115 after 6:00 p.m.
WILL DO sewing in nw home. apartment, living room, kitchen- from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on CARWASH SATURDAY, July
31st at 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. at
Jisic
TFC dining area, private bath and Hwy. 121 Concord Road. Lots of
Phone 436-5424.
Clifford's Gulf at Five Points.
nice
used
furniture
lots
and
of
hall, air conditioned, lots of
J31C
antiques. Phone 753-6676, home $1.50 per car.
THAILAND BRONZE ware, 144 FURNITURE REFINISHING closet space, private entrance, phone 753-4716.
J31C
pickFree
guaranteed.
work
All
1303
located
Chestnut,
adjoining
ELECTROLUX SALES & Serpc., service for 12, teak wood
By GUY RYAN
Danish fort.
and delivery. Free estimate college. Phone 753-8648.
A2C
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
handles, teak wood case, pur- up
Copley News Service
Buck Island,off the northeast
Jerry
finish.
natural
or
,Antique
Under the modular schedu;
BEAN
AND
ROBINSON
Grocery
Far,
382-2468,
phone
Sanders,
Call
$300.00.
Thailand,
chased in
NICE LAKE front apartment for
of St. Croix and just a ling plan, most East Centrak
corner
Aug24C
753-3045.
McCoy,
20
has
off,
percent
all
on
grocery
AK
mington,Kentucky.
J31P
753-8512 after 8 p.m.
rent for up to four persons.
CHARLOTTE AMA LIE, St. short boat ride away,is a small students will have 25 to 30 peti
items, located on Pottertown
WILL DO ironing, pick-up and Everything furnished including
Thomas - The fun-loving uninhabited island with fine cent of their time unscheduled
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1T's inexpensive to clean rugs delivery. Phone 753-4618 after row boat, linens, etc.-TV.& air Road near Panorama Shores.A3C
people of these Virgin Islands beaches for fishing, swimming by the school. It will give them
ANTIQUE CHINA cabinet and have so much to be thankful for and picnicking.
and upholstery with Blue Lustre..5:00p.m.
J31C conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
receive
not
do
time to choose from a number
ou
your
Rent new electric shampooer
table, will sell or trade for old they celebrate two thanksgiv436-5320.
An underwater park has been of learning options available to
J31C
prIglEr by six p.m. call 753.or
492-8147
Phone
car.
used
1.00
model
ing holidays a year.
developed just off Buck Island them, Payne said.
s5, CUSTOM HAY BALING and put
Western Auto,lime„,
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
A2C
The Wishing Well".
437-4155.
One is the same day as ours Reef with an underwater trail
A4C PLENTY TRAILER space; p.m.
I ''in barn. Phone 753-8090.
"
'
"All of US • are finding it
in the United States. The other laid out through "the coral forieautiful, quiet living. Highway
NORGE GAS dryer, very good WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
is Oct. 25, when the islanders mations and the brightly increasingly important to pro.
condition. Phone 436-M00. J31P inside citi limits. Reasonable No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR _SALE give thanks for the absence of colored fish for the enjoyment vide learning options for stud.
hurricanes.
of snorkelers. Markers and enta to accommodate their die
Augyn2C,,ionine
AlOC Murray,rgWry.
tea Phone 753-3798
1111=01111•111.11111
St.
that
show
Records
signs on the.; ocean versity of interest and baokd
humbered
USED AIR-CONDITIONER one SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back THREE ROO4 house at ColdThomas hasn't had a hurricane floor guide travelers along the grounds," said school superinyear old, good condition. Phone hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- water. Phone 489-2267.
J31C
since 1928, but its people go on trail and through the park. It tendent Gordon Cawelti.
A2C 5933.
437-4604.
Sept.2C
The plan has drawn some
celebrating the affair year takes about 30 minutes to swim
house
after year just the same.
criticism because it is feared
NICE APARTMENTS, one
the trail.
19 acres plus good
plus concrete block shop
GREEN BEANS for canning or WILL REMOVE damaged T.V. bedroom furnished, two bedroom
They observe all of the U.S.
St. John's is the quiet island students will have too much'
freezing. $3.00 per bushel. Bring antennas from houses. Phone 753- unfurnished.Call 753-5079. J31C
holidays, plus several of their - no industry or airports. It's free time. Payne disagrees.
building, scenic location, one mile from south
ASP
containers and pick your own. 8578 after 5:00p.m.
"They thought they might.
own. Any event is reason just a few minutes from St.
edge of town, located on black top road. Let us
TFNC
enough for whooping it up here Thomas or St. Croix by boat or have more time to relax," he.
Phone 753-7739.
NICE TWO bedroom apartment,
show you this reasonably priced property.
in Charlotte Amalie. The na- seaplane. The Virgin Islands said, "but schools all over the
all carpeted, near University.
4" Plastic Wells
1962 10'x52' COLONIAL mobile
tives pour out into the streets National Park covers about country have found that teach-.
Call 753-7550.
A4C
AYLOR WELL
62 acres 3 miles south of Ken-Lake with 1 2 mile of
home. Includes range and
curb to curb for dancing, two-thirds of the island and era and students work much
DRILLING
parades, steel bands, calypso much of the offshore waters, harder under the modular.
refrigerator. Reasonably priced.
on
mile
on
a
and
frontage
94
frontage
road
Ky
of
2-BEDROOM APARTMENT,
singing and friendly revelry. protecting the picture-postcard schedule."
J31P
Call 753-9912.
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
with stove and refrigerator.
Hico Road. Good tenable land with some forest
Independent Holland Hall
Visitors are invited to join the environment.
247-5556
Phone 753-2721.
J31C
Creek flows thru property. Suitable for farming.
throngs if they can stand the
It's the place for a quiet school in Tulsa went "Mod"
USED FRIGIDAIRE
Complete Well
cattle, subdividing or commercial purposes.
break - loafing, swimming, last year in its grades 9-12.
pace.
refrigerator in excellent conNICE FURNISHED two bedroom
Service
The U.S. Virgin Islands em- fishing, snorkeling, honey"Before this year," said one
dition; set of encyclopedias- The
apartment, carpeted and airtrace more than 50 islands, mooning and underwater student there, '1 always made
New Book of Knowledge, and
30 acres, old house, well, on good road only
conditioned. Available August 10.
coral reefs and sandbars. But photography.
grades of between B and C.
portable typewriter in excellent
Married couple only. May be seen
miles from lake Priced at only $4,750.00.
HELP WANTED
only three of them have any
There's another underwater Now I have an average between
condition-Call 753-7105 or 753at Kelley's Pest Control, located
size or population worthy of trail at Trunk Bay and the traf- A and B. I never thought I
J31P BABYSITTER WANTED for
8787.
100S. 13th St.
J31C
mention - St. Thomas. St. fic is not likely to be as heavy could do that well."
Choice
building
shady
Hills
North
in
subsites
Call,
only.
morning
year old boy,
and St. John's. And you here as at Buck Island.
Croix
Teachers explain the modudivision adjoining city limits at old 641 North
A3C
1970 MODEL 8 H.P. Ariens riding 753-6306.
haven't seen the Virgin Islands
The Virgin Islands first came lar scheduling allows students
City Water and gas. Lots priced from $1,250 to
Iawn mower,used only ix times WANTED: WOMAN for salad MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
until you've seen all three of to public notice when Chris- more time to "discover" themBillington-Forsee Tractor Co. dept. Must be neat, efficient and Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
$2,500.
these little Caribbean gems. topher Columbus saw them on selves. The increased responsiTwo
Shores.
Panorama
J31C able to furnish good references.
Phone 753-2532.
They're all different.
his second trip to the new world bility of having a voice in the
bedrooms, 16x16 ft. living room,
lively one. in 1493.
the
is
Thomas
St.
scheduling is an added incenExperienced preferred but will seperate dining room, central
For
sale
the
on
action
of
your property list it vs ith
FOUR PIECE set of cast iron train if willing to learn. Full time
Charlotte Amalie's harbor is
The Spaniards came close on tive to do better.
airand
heat
electric
us!
lawn furniture. Call 753-7292. J31C work. Afternoon shift, No phone
the busiest port in the Carib- the heels of Columbus and sub"This nation's social, politiconditioning, all new appliances,
bean. It's lined with bars, res- dued the fierce native Caribs cal and economic institutions
calls. Apply Colonial House Including washer. On private lot.
taurants, nightclubs and duty- and captured the islands. Since are based on the individual's
WE HAVE several one and two Smorgasbord.
A2C Phone 436-5571.
A3NC
free shops - gathering places that time they have come under right of free choice," one eduton pull type and mounted
for the jet-set and cruise-ship the rule of England, Holland, cator said. "Yet most schools
snappers. Both Ford and New NATIONAL SAFETY Associate
set who are out for a good time. France, Denmark and the maintain organizational patIdea. Billington-Forsee Tractor has immediate opening for three LAKE FRONT cabin on KenThe fun and garnes go on until Knights of Malta in succession terns in which opportunities
J31C men in this area as part-time tucky lake. Rent by day,
Co. Phone 753-2532.
weekend, or week, everything
dawn in many of the popular before the United States bought for learning how to make
safety consultant. We train, no
them from Denmark in 1917. choices are consistently stifspots.
A3C
phone 753.5064
3000 FORD TRACTOR. Gas experience necessary, must have furnished. Call 753-2250.
418 Main Street
oldpicturesque
a
is
Croix
The natives today are not as fled.
51..
wheels,
power
steering,
power
car and phone. Call 753-1442. J31C
world island with traditions fierce as the early Caribs were.
"We say to high school gradHome Phone 753-3059 Home Phone 753-7531
diff, lock-double clutch 328 actual
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
and place names dating back to They realize that tourists are uates, 'Go forth and make deWANTED. two and three rooms, with
hours. Billin,gton-Forsee Tractor 'HOMEWOHKEFtS
the 18th Century Danes. Here, the backbone of their economy cisions' But students have not
J31C part-time,full-time work at home complete kitchen and private
Co. Phone 753-2532.
in the old wharf area is the and they are completely geared traditionally been allowed to
mailing our circulars. For details bath for college boys near
Christiansted National Historic for tourism.. The -welcome" make decisions and to live with ;
and
POINTERS
rush
self-addressed, stamped campus. Phone 753-5921.
REGISTERED
A2P OWNER SELLING custom-built PARTIALLY WOODED lot, Site, home of an 180 Century
mat is out.
the consequences."
Setters. Puppies and older dogs. ttrivelope and 35c to US En105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
A2C terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, TWO BEDROOM duplex with brick home.Three bedrooms, two
Call Bob Bazzell 753-5169
baths, large living room,den with Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC central heat and air, fully carTFC
access to patio in fenced-in p.m.
AKC REGISTERED Doberman WHY PINCH PENNIES when .peted. Available Sept. 1. $125.00 backyard with trees, convenient
-Beautiful
Pinscher; 90 cc Yamaha, good you can earn dollars selling per month. Phone 753-9741. AK kitchen, and utility room. KENIANA SHORES
Kentucky Lake lot facing T.V.A.
outside
condition; racking horse; guaranteed Avon products? And
space,
Abundant closet
- 115'x209'x96'x117'.
ASPHA mare, 2 yr. old colt, fillie it is easy to get started right in ONE BEDROOM furnished storage room for lawn equip- 375' contour
including water
$3995
Full
price
air
apartment,
conditioned, ment. Located near new high
A2C your own community. Call collect
yearling. Phone 753-1348.
"tap in". Low & easy monthly
after 6 p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs. water and sewerage furnished. school building. Phone 753-7105, if
payments. Phone 436-5320 for
AK no answer call 753-8787.
J31P
SAINT BERNARD pups, AKC Janet Kunich, Manager, Route 2 Phone 753-9741.
J31C
Inspection.
J31C
registered. Easy terms. Call 554- Box 136A Princeton, Ky.
UNFURNISHED house, two
TFC
location;
good
FARM;
4786, Paducah, Ky.
SMALL
POSITION bedroom,$65 per month. Call 753- PRICED TO MOVE by owner, business or future investment.
MANAGEMENT
9382or 753-4131.
11`C brick home durably built for
a
for
Kentucky
West
in
available
TV,
console
1971 RCA COLOR
One mile East Murray, apfuture retirement, leaving town
LOST & FOUND
remote control. Call 753-9054. A2P man who is ambitious and self
proximately 10 acres pasture.
Desirable,
business.
of
-because
starter, and good starting salary,
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
WOMAN'S
LOST:
NAVY
Billfold
location, near university,
PAIR OF DRAPERIES with with insurance program, and a near West Main Street. Iii)..
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
elementary.
and
school
high
new
Curt
See
program.
matching sheer and gold traverse bonus
portant papers Inside.
2 full baths. For appointment call 436rod, fits 108 inch window, beige, Ragland between 2 and 5 p.m. at please call Pat at If found 3large bedrooms and
TFC
2173.
753-9421.
Convenient kitchen with eating
$35. Phone 753-7481 after 5:00 the Burger Chef, 1304 West Main, Reward offered.
3 bedroon,
TFNC
DUPLEX-LARGE
and
counters
J31C
desired
and
space,
Ky.
Murray,
A2C
P.m.
shelves. Large living room and units, carpet, central heat and
FOR RENT OR LEASE
THE CALLOWAY County Board
attractive air, monthly income $310.00.
BY OWNER,white frame duplex of Education is taking ap- RENT OR LEASE, 1200 sq. II Patio opening onto
war- Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. J31C
Abundant
lawn.
private
will
space,
has
house in good condition,
plications for a. janitor at the office or business
space
storage
and
drobe
copper plumbing. Located on Lynn Grove School. Anyone in- divide and decorate to suit
large LOVELY FIVE bedroom nome,
Olive. excellent income property, terested may'get an application tenant, ample parking, located in throughout house. L'Ixtra
lot,
SOMETHING NEW-The U.S. Navy's first ocean-going catamaran churns the waves
income full berement, large corner
both apartments rented and blank at the Board's office, 200 Marshall County Branch Bank garage -possible
off Seattle, Wash. It is designed for deep sea research and is a vesstl of the Naval
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
18th.
N.
104
Located
apartment.
furnished, $11500. Interested call South 6th Street, Murray,
Research Laboratory. It is named for Dr. Harvey C. Hayes, NRL pioneer in exploiMiller. Asking $17,500.00 Mon:
Building at Ken-Bar Resort,
J31C
A2C Ky.
A4C Call 753-6527.
753-3143.
J31C Gilbertsville. 362-8321
tation of .ound foi undersea exploration.
TFC I
75.3-4178.
1t70 DATSUN station wagon, air
nditioned, with radio and rack.
A2C
Ione 753-7117.

Masonry Contractors

Virgin Islanders
like to celebrate

Claude L. Miller
Realtor

CLAUDE L. MILLER

REALTOR
John C. Neubauer, Associate Broker
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Gibson Pitches
St. Louis To A
4-3 Win Friday

!Wrecks .. .

((RAY, KENTUCKY

Morrall Engineers
Victory For Colts

SATURDAY-JULY 31.4161

Club Tennis Courts
To Soon Have Lights

Carol Hibbard Is
Medal Play Champ
At Calloway Club
Itrop

(Cautioned from Page 1
607 Olive Street, Murray, and a
The Calloway County Country
1970 Oldsmobile four door wagon
Club soon will have lighted tennis
owned by Hunt Smock, Hazel
courts.
Road, Murray, and driven by CHICAGO (UPI)
-Earl stars in the money game when In a special
meeting of the
George Bernard Shaw, 1320 Math Morrell was the name
of the they get their chance.
board of directors Thursday
Street, Murray.
usual,
the
game and Friday night's 38th AllAll-Stars,
as
Also
evening, $1,000 was voted from
Police said Edwards. (mina Star Football Game
between the acting as if they did not expect the general fund
Carol Hibbard is the new Arng these will be a traveling
to finance the
east on Main Street, had a green College All-Stars
and the to win anyway, praised the pros lighting of the two, new,
women's medal play champion at
y, to be presented for the
hardright,
light, turning
but had to Baltimore Colts
went strictly and found little or no fault with surfaced
time to Mrs. Hibbard, in
courts at the club. The the Calloway County Country
stop to let a car out from a true-to-form.
their own
of the late Charles
project is expected to cost bet- Club.
parking space. Shaw, also going The pros won as
By JOE CARNICELLI.
The man
thth game ween
usual, 24-17,the
winning run.
Mrs. Hibbard, who started Sexton, who for many years
MOO
and
MOO,
Edwards
car
east,
saw
he
said
according
to
UPI Sports Writer
eighth straight victory for the in favor of Baltimore was one
The victory was the third
Hunt Smock, a member of the playing golf for the first time worked closely with the lady
Bob Gibson would like to set consecutive complete game going east, looked at the light, professionals and the 27th
of the oldest men on the field, board
in
the
and chairman of the club's eight years ago at the Calloway golfers with the lady golfers with
the record straight: yes, be's triumph for Gibe° and evened and then saw that Edwards had 38 games in the classic.
37-year-old quarterback Erl tennis
club, shot an 85 and an 84 in the their tournaments, before his
activities.
stopped; but could not get
getting older; no, he's not
According to custom, the pros Morrell. Baltimore is the fifth
his record at 9-9.
two-day,
36-hole event earlier this death early this year.
In
other
action, the board
stopped in time to avoid a
losing his stuff.
were gracious victors, praising professional team with which authorized
"I feel I've been pitching
$100 for trophies for week at the club for a 169 total The tournament also wUl
The 35-year-old right-hander, well," said Gibson. You just collision, according to the police their vanquished
rivals as Morrell has played and this All the junior golfers and approved and the championship.
provide the basis for the pairings
winner of two Cy Young don't close it in one season. I report.
personnel who will become Star Game was his second. The
In
the
second
place
was
Venela
In
the ladies 'annual match play
the
membership
Edwards
Damage
car
application
the
to
of
Awards, proved some of the had problems physically earlier
other was 15 years ago when he
Richard and Dawn Ford, Route 7. Sexton, three strokes back at 172 championships, scheduled
magic still is left Friday night In the year but I feel fine now." was on the rear end and to the
was knocked out of his senses
after rounds of 87 and 85. The through the month of August.
as he scattered six hits in
Gibson allowed four hits over Shaw car on the right front.
early in the contest against the
defending champion, Evelyn These will be announced shortly,
Cardinals
Louis
(Cmithised
St.
leading the
from Page 1)
Cleveland Brosns and hardly
the first eight innings and was
Jones, finished four strokes back a member of the tournament
to a 4-3 victory over the toiched for two runs in the
It's about the guy who went to the could remember the licking the
at 176 with rounds of 88 on each committee said.
(Cestiamed from Page 1)
Philadelphia PhiLs in the first ninth on Tim McCrver's double
hospital to get his leg amputated. All-Stars suffered that year.
day of the tournament.
The ladies and their finishes in
game of a scheduled twi-night and a single by Denny Doyle,
The day after the operation, his Friday night, Morrell com- virotunent in this school where
In the first flight, Jean Beshear the medal play tournament this
doubleheader. The second game
the
child-not
doctor
the
program-is
came
the
into
the
room
and
game.
Doyle
fourth
hit
his
of th
pleted 20 of 30 passes, including
was the winner with 191 followed week follows:
was rained out.
also hornered in the third.
Funeral services for Dan said,"I have some bad news and touchdown throws of 24 yards most important and where the by Sue Brown with 192 and
Champieeship Flight
Gibson, one of the best hitting Two errors on Lou Brock's Washam are being held this some good news."
opportunity
to succeed exits,' he Margaret
Shuffett with 193.
to Ray Perkins, 15 yards to
8544-109
Carol Hibbard
pitchers in baseball, proved stolen base gave the Cardinals morning at 10:30 at the chapel of
"The bad news is that we Tom Matte, and 44 yards to said.
Jackie Ransom was the winner Venela Sexton
87-85-172
there's some magic left in his a run in the second and they
The
new
school,
he
noted,
amputated
is
the
the
wrong
leg.
But the Tom Mitchell. He completed
the Max Churchill Funeral Home
in the second flight with 207, four Evelyn Jones
68416-176
bat, too, as he hit his second added another in the third on with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr. good news is that your bad leg is
result of six years of planning strokes
passes to seven receivers, with
ahead of Reba Overbey at Frances Hulse
9216-179
homer of the season in the Dal Maxvill's sacrifice fly. Jose officiating.
getting better."
Eddie Hinton and Matte each necessitated by the continued 211 and seven strokes in front of Sue Morris
93-88-181
seventh inning to drive in the Cruz homered in the seventh
growth of the Murray community the third
Pallbearers are Jimmy Dale
catching five.
place winner, Frances Betty Lowry
92-92-164
and
a
steady
increase
A man ordered a suit from his In other words, Morrell was a
in its Miller, at 214.
=Me and Gibson hit his one out Cochrurn, Bobby Gene Cochrum,
96-96--191
Sullivan
Jerlene
later.
Gary Key, Try Ahart, Jr., Bob tailor and asked when it would be one-man show and when he left student population.
Elizabeth Slusmeyer took the
First Flight
It will be located in the top haws
Elsewhere in the National Washam, and Hubert Osmus. ready. The tailor replied, "You the game with two minutes to
in the third flight with Jean 13esneo,
9447-191
League, San Francisco stopped Burial will be in the Murray must remember that you have play, the Colts had it wrapped buildings which have long been 216 followed by Beverly Spann at Sue Brown
94-96-192
Pittsburgh 5-2, Los Angeles Cemetery
the selected a very expensive rare up. Even a frightful error by used by the high school, and will 218 and Mary Jo Hinton at 223. Margaret Shuffett
with
9647-193
>=.0CS.0.000041141141104114
ripped Cincinnati 8-2, New York arrangements by the Max cloth. It Is woven by monks Morrall's replacement, Sam be staffed by 30 people, Schultz
Thirtreopo lady golfers par- Judy Latimer
97-100-197
By United Pis
l shut out Chicago 4-0, Atlanta Churchill Funeral Homes.
the mountains of Tibet. It Havrilak-a fumble which colle- stated.
ticipated in the tournament, Inus Orr
104-96-202
Ameriesa League
Touching briefly on the re- threatened
nipped San Diego 3-1 in 10 Washam, age 14, died Wed- takes six weeks for an expedition gian Jack Ham recovered and
repeatedly and Betty Hunter
100-110--210
East
innings and Montreal beat nesday at LaGrange, ill., after to reach them just to get this returned 53 yards for an All- organized Murray High School, frequently delayed Wednesday Annie Adams
110-106-215
W. L Pet. GB Houston 7-4 before losing 6-5 in suffering injuries in an accident special material.
Star touchdown - couldn't the city superintendent indicated by rain showers. Throphies will Alice Purdom
106-106-216
Baltimore
64
the
new
facilities
on Doran Road be presented to the
"The buttons are made from change th outcome.
10 innings.
on Tuesday night.
winners in the
Second Flight
Boston
58 55636% In American League action, Survivors are his parents, Mr. clam shells and these clams are
The All-Stars had a break on could be occupied within six fall at the club's annual awards Jackie Ransom
101-106--207
. Detroit
55 48 .534 9% Cleveland spoiled Vida Blue's and Mrs. Charles Washam, two so rare and live so deep in the
weeks
or
two
months
after
their first touchdown, too-a
dinner.
101-110-211
Reba Overby
New York
52 54 .491 14 bid for his 20th victory by sisters, Roseann and Diane, and ocean that only deepsea divers
construction
is
resumed.
pass interference penalty which
Frances Miller
103-111-214
'KECMAN ON WAIVERS
Washington
42 59 .41621% beating Oakland 4-1, Baltimore three brothers, Patrick, Tom and can locate them. To find three
gave them the ball on the Colts' The project, he said, was on
115-104-219
DENVER (UPI)-Free agent Norma Frank
Cleveland
43 61 .413 31 edged Kansas City 1-0 in a 4% Robert
Washam, all
of shells that match often takes an one-yard line for an easy schedule and would have been linebacker
113-112-225
Dan Kecman was Betty Stewart
West
ready for the fall semester had
Inning, rain-shortened game, Bolingbrook, Ill. Two aunts expect two months or longer. To touchdown run
John
by
117-106--225
placed on waivers Thursday by Euldene Robinson
W. L Pet. GB Chicago downed Boston 5-1, localled are Mrs. J. R. Morrison sew this suit together the way you
not
the
carpenters'
strike, now in
Brockington.
Urbena
Koenen
117-122-230
the
Denver
Broncos
of
the
Oakland
63 39 .618 ... Washington edged Milwaukee 3- and Mrs. Don ()sinus.
want it takes six Italian seam- The other points came on progress, halted construction on
Third Flight
National Football League, leavKansas City
52 49 .515 10% 2, New York outlasted Minnesostresses who sit cross-legged for matching field goals by Bob June 30.
75 players on the Elizabeth Slusmeyer 109-107-216
with
club
the
ing
California
51 56 .477 14% ta 114 and Detroit shaded
As
for
the
new
vocational
days on end sewing each stitch Jacobs of 40 yards for the
Beverly Spann
106-112-218
roster.
Chicago
49 54 .478 14% California 44.
by hand. And let me tell you collegians and by Jim O'Brien school, to be constructed on the
Mary Jo Hinton
111-112-123
Minnesota
4656 .45117
high
school
site,
Schultz
inabout the ling...."
Gaylord Perry scattered eight
BLUES SIGN CARR
of 22 yards for the Colts.
Euvie Mitchell
117-120-237
Milwaukee
43 59 .422 20 hits and Willie McCovey drove
dicated
a
director
will
be
em"Please no more," the customer The game, played in perfect
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-The St.
Friday's Results
in two runs with a bases loaded By United Press Interuational interrupted. "I'm all choked up weather in newly remodelled ployed by January 1, 1972, and Louis Blues of the National
Balt 1 Kan City 0 (44 trusts) single to boost the Giants over
over this suit and I'm sure it will Soldier Field, with new astro- that classes should begin in the Hockey League Friday anLeading Batters
Cleveland 4 Oakland 1
Pittsburgh. The victory left the
be a beauty. But all I'm trying to turf under their feet in new facility by next spring and nounced the signing of their No.
National League
Detroit 4 California 3
first-place Giants 8% games
find out is about when I can ex- preparation for the Chicago that the school would be in full 1 draft choice, Gene Carr, a 5G.
AB
R.
H.
Pet.
Chicago 5 Boatce 1
ahead of Los Angeles in the NL Torre, St.L 106 406 62 148 .36E pect delivery?" The tailor said, Bears, drew 52,289 fans, the operation by September, 1872.
11, 185-pound center from the
Washington 3 Milwaukee 2
to
cost
THE
ap- Western
Western race.
"How's Thursday?"
Bckrt, Chi
smallest All-Star Game atten- Expected
Canada
98
393
67
139
.354
Hockey
New York 11 Minnesota 9
proximately 8660,000 the school League.
San Francisco collected six Garr, AU
dance since 1944.
104 427 71 144 .33i
will offer vocational training in
consecutive hits off rookie Circuit, Pit
90 360 59 121 .3311 A Milwaukee teacher asked her
Today's Probable nether'
these areas, he said: Business
Bruce Kison to score four runs Brock, St.L 103 420 82 140 .320 6th graders to write a paragraph HARRELSON'S DIVORCE
New York (Kline 84) at in the sixth and put the
office,
distributive
game Snglln, Pit
92 357 41 117 .331 on the Vietnam War. A little girl SALEM, Mass. (UPI)-For- and
Minnesota (Blylesen 7-12).
out of reach. McCovey drove in Aiou, St.L
wrote: When peace comes it flier baseball slugger Ken education, auto,,body, auto
97
397
54
in
.an
Washington (Brown 3-3) at a pair and Wilk Mays and
Ken Cash, Pit
72 289 57 94 .321 will bring many people greet joy. Harrelson, who quit the game mechanics, the bodloling trad.ei
Milwaukee ( Lockwood 6-7).
and
appliance
repair
Henderson knocked in one each. Davis, IA
105
423 61 137 374 Some will be re-united with their to become a professional golfer,
Boston (Lonborg 5-4) at Willie Stargell hit his 34th
loved ones. Others with their has filed for divorce from his including refrigeration.
Pptn,
Chi
79
295
38
95
.335
Chicago (John 9-10).
Jeffrey, the new Middle School
wife, Elizabeth Ann.
homer for Pittsburgh in the
husbands'
American League
California (Wright 9-10) at sixth.
principal, also spoke briefly to
G. AB R. H.Pet
Detroit (Lolich 16-7).
8
the Rotarians.
Torn Hailer's three-run homer Oliva, Min
82 316 53 113 .351
Oakland (Dobson 9-1) at and a bases-loaded triple
Other guests included Cecil C.
by Murcer, NY 102 366 65 122 .333
Cleveland (Dimming 7-7).
Powell, a visiting Rotarian from
Jim Lefebvre lifted Los Angeles Otis, KC
95
376
58 118 .314
Kansas City (Dal Canton 8-4) over the Reds.
Martin, Tenn.; Gene SchenDon Sutton Rojas, KC
96 353 48 111 .314
at Baltimore (Cuellar 13-4), evened his record
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military science at Murray State
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New York at Minnesota
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W. L Pet GB Marshall.
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American League: Melton,
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Leo Durocher, the Cubs' Chi 25; Cash, Det 23; Smith, body. Their owner still regards the world with an I've-got-a-secret
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Scott reported that the terrain
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